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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTIOH 
Ihirlng recent years eonsiderable attention has been given to 
the development of social attitudes. Definitions of social atti­
tudes range from the idea that attitudes are mental states to the 
notion that an attitude is physical action. Confusion, inconsis­
tencies and vagueness are evident in professional usages and 
common parlance. In spite of disagreements and misunderstandings, ^ 
however, the schools have accepted the responsibility for the 
development of certain configurations of the so-called personality 
traits commonly included under the term attitude. 
Acceptance of the responsibility for the development of atti­
tudes presupposes criteria for attitude evaluation. The appeamaee 
of research reports concerned with the construction and validation 
of attittide scales evidences the recognition of the need for 
objectifying attitude evaluation. The wide variety of issues 
for which attitude scales have been developed suggests that in a 
large number of subject matter areas attitude measurement is being 
recognized as an essential part of educational evaluation. 
Educators and guidance officials urgently need a suitable instru­
ment for evaluating attitude toward farming. Agrioultiire is a 
basic activity and affects the lives and well-being of all members 
of a civilized society* That agricultural progress and the personal 
welfare of Individuals engaged in farming are affected by the 
attitudes of farm people and of other members of society appears 
not to be an over-statement. In order to attain the highest 
efficiency ^n personal living, farm people themselves must b« 
favorable to farming. Hesearch workers in the agricultural sciences 
will attain the maximum in efficient personal living aid contribute 
more to the( science of agriculttire if they, too, possess favorable 
attitudes. 
Farming attitude evaluation instruments are, therefore, impor­
tant in schbol practices. With a suitable instrument for measuring 
faraing attitude, teachers of vocational agriculture and the social 
sciences can evaluate the attitudinal changes which take place in 
pupils. Guidance officers and mental hygienists may find such an 
instrument Useful in diagnosing maladjustments of vocational trainees 
and employe^ workers. Such a scale may also prove useful in pre­
dicting vocational or academic success, or both. 
The importance of an objective technique for evaluating 
farming attitudes may be stated otherwise. If it is granted that 
achievement, in terms of the development and maintenance of desirable 
attitudes tciwsi^ farming, should be evaluated objectively and 
accurately, jthe need of a farming attitude scale should be obvious. 
1 
Moreover, suih an instrument may be useful, also, as a tool for 
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evaluating the effectiveness of methods of developing and maintain­
ing desirable attitudes. 
Research in farming attitude measurement inclxides more than 
the development of evaluation instruments. In order that the class­
room teacher, the mental hygienist, the guidance official, and the 
school administrator shall be able to make maximum use of a farming 
attitude scale, knowledge is needed about the relationships existing 
between farming attitude and other factors. The relationships 
between farming attitude and age, intelligence, high school and 
college achievement, and success in farming and related vocations, 
are examples of information which should implement the evaluative 
aspect of farming attitxide research. Information concerning the 
specificity or generality of farming attitude is also useful. 
Whether there exists a general farming attitude or whether there 
are several aspects of farming attitude should condition educa­
tional practice. 
There is also need for investigation to verify the findings 
of studies concerned with techniques for constructing attitude 
scales. Clearly the reliability of an attitude scale limits the 
uses to which it may be put and defines the confidence justified in 
attitude scores. The need for verifying previous findings with 
respect to the merits of methods for selecting items for a scale 
and with respect to the relative reliabilities of various scoring 
methods should be apparent. Research designed to develop validation 
techniques applicable in attitude meaaurefflent should be especially 
useful# The possibility of using refined statistical procedures 
foimd appropriate in other subject matter fields should prove 
helpful to attitude scale constructors. 
Obviously, investigation of all aspects of attitude toward 
farming is beyond the scope of a single investigation. The present 
study is, therefore, delimited to the construction and validation 
of a farming attitude scale* This problem is conceived of as 
including not only the building of an attitude scale, but also the 
trying out of the scale in a number of different groups# 
The proposal to develop an attitude scale presupposes a 
definition of the term attitude. As used in this investigation, the 
term has been defined solely on the basis of usefulness for the 
purpose at hand. For the purposes here prevailing, attitudes have ^ 
been defined as the reaction to propositions for and against agri­
culture. This definition, of course, requires certain assumptions 
by individuals who conceive of attitudes as being predispositions to 
overt behavior. It must be granted by such individuals that 
people will act consistently with expressed reactions. Likewise, 
it must be assumed that there are no factors inherent in the atti­
tude testing situation which would inhibit an individual from 
expressing his actual predisposition to act. 
From the standpoint of the theory of attitude measurement. 
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certain assumptions are necessary. It is assumed here that atti­
tudes as popularly conceived of may be thought of as being the 
average position of an individual toward a given issue along a 
V 
continuum extending from infinite unfavorableness through neutral 
to infinite favorableness. It is further assumed that such a con­
tinuum may be represented by a series of statements ranging from 
strongly favorable through neutral to strongly unfavorable. If 
each response in the series of statements is assigned a value* 
the average or the sum of these values may be conceived of as an 
index of a person's farming attitude. From the standpoint of this 
investigation, then, the degree of endorsement or rejection of 
propositions pertaining to farming represents an individual's 
farming attitxide. 
The first problem connected with the construction and valida­
tion of an attitude scale consists of assembling items. The useful­
ness of an item is conditioned by its capacity to differentiate 
among individuals and by its ability to measure whatever is measured 
by the rest of the battery. This, of course, necessitates the de­
velopment of subjective criteria for choosing items and, whenever possi­
ble, the verification of the item selection by objective procedures* 
For purposes of this investigation the items shall be evaluated by the ' 
criteria of clarity, brevity, conciseness, and their relation­
ship to an individual's goals of living. Objective evaltiation 
will consist of comparing the responses of a single item with the 
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Average of responses on the battery. The sensitivity or 
the capacity of the scale to differentiate amoiag individuals 
will be tested by noting absences of percentiles when derived from 
the frequency distribution of attitude scores. The simplest avail­
able scoring method will be utilized. Responses strongly unfavorable 
through neutrality to strongly favorable will be assigned values of 
If 2, 3, 4, and 5» respectively. 
It would be desirable to try out other objective techniques 
for item selection and for deteirmining the internal consistency of 
a scale. Particularly, it would be useful to con^iare the relia­
bilities of various techniques of scoring. However, it was not 
possible to extend the present investigation to "the point where it 
would include those additional aspects of attitude scale construction. 
Construction includes also the evaluation of the validity and 
the reliability. As used here, validity refers to how well idle 
scale measures farming attitude and reliability refers to how well 
the scale measures whatever it does measure. One of two methods 
is ustially employed in determining the validity of a measuring 
instruments The first consists of correlating the performances on 
the instrument with some criterion. The second consists of showing 
that the instrument differentiate# between groups known to be 
different with respect to the variable measured. In this study no 
variable criterion is available, hence, validity will be established 
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showing that the scales differentiate between groups of knowa 
different farming attitude# 
Reliability may be evaluated T:qr obtaining the correlation 
coefficient between scores on two forms of the same instiwent, 
between scores on a single form administered at two different 
times, or between scores on split-halves of a single form. In 
this investigation, the split-half method appeared to be the most 
practical procedure. It consists of correlating responses on one-
half of the instrument with responses on the other half. Theoret-
ically it is possible to select the halves of any technique which 
approximates random selection. In this investigation, odd numbered 
and even numbered items will be chosen for the halves. 
In addition to the criteria of validity, sensitivity, and 
reliability, a measuring instrument should also be satisfactory 
from the standpoints of administrative feasibility and objectivity. 
The procedure by which the scale values will be assigned removes 
the element of subjective judgment in the assignment of farming 
attitude scores. Iforeover, the proposed scoring method is straight­
forward and, hence, difficulty in scoring should not be encountered 
by classroom teachers or clerical workers. In the development of 
the scale, care will be taken to insxwe that time for administering 
and scoring will not be excessive. 
Attitude scale construction and validation should involve 
more than the presentation of a coefficient of reliability and 
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validity in a single small group# The usefulness of a scale is 
conditioned by the degree to which it may be used in different and 
varied groups. This investigation, therefore, includes the evalua­
tion of the scale in six groupss 2,080 Iowa high school boys 
enrolled in schools seiTring rural youth, 38O Negro boys enrolled 
in Maryland high schools, 102 boys in attendance at the 1942 State 
Convention of the Virginia M. F. A., 56 Virginia State College 
students, 28 Princess Anne College students, and 206 freshman 
students enrolled in the Division of Agriculture at the Iowa State 
College. 
Comparisons of the attitudes of the various groups will be 
utilized in evaluating the validity of the scale. Information 
concerning the relationship of age and attitude should be valuable 
in guidance procedures. Similarly, information concerning whether 
farming attitude is general or whether it is composed of several 
specific aspects should be of use in school practice. This study, 
therefore, includes also investigation of the relationship between 
age and attitude and investigation of whether attitude toward 
farming as a vocation is related to farming as a way of life. No ,/ 
•I" 
claim is made that these aspects of attitude evaluation are the 
only ones or even the most important ones. 
To summarize, the present investigation shall be limited to 
the construction and validation of an attitude scale toward farming. 
•9-
the relationship between age and attitude, and the possibility 
of breaking down attitude toward farming into two components, 
•ylz»» attitude toward farming as a vocation and attitude toward 
farmii3g as a way of life» 
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CHAPm II 
RE¥IEfl OF HEIATED LITiMTURE 
The literattire relating to the measurement of attitude may be 
classified under the folloising headingss the theory of attitude 
measurementJ the construction, validation, and use of attitude 
scales; and the description of attitudes of various groups* The 
foregoing categcaries are not mutually exclusive. Rather they repre­
sent a basis Tiy which it is possible to present a logically organized 
summary of the investigations and discussions pertinent to the 
present investigation. 
In general, more than one of these classifications is included 
in a single research study. For example, Thurstone and Chave 
included, among other things, the theory of attitude measurement^ 
a technique for constructing an attitude scale^, methods of deter­
mining scale values for items^, methods of scoring, the reliability 
of the scoring method*, and some applications of the scale 
^L. L. Thurstone and E. J. Chave. The Measurement of Attitude. 
Chicago. The University of Chicago Press. 1929. pp. 1-21. 
^Ibid.. pp. 22-35* 
3lbid.. pp. 36-58. 
*Ibid.. pp. 63-66. 
^Ibid.. p. 67. 
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Similarly, Llkert evaluated the theory of attitude measurement^ 
methods of scoring, the reliability of scoring methods^, and methods 
of constructing an attitude scale^. Numerous other examples are 
available. However, the two foregoing illustrations are sufficient 
to iraiicate that the various bibliographical items related to the 
problems here reported often consist of discussions pertaining to 
several aspects of the general problem of attitude evaluation. 
Literature relating to the measurement of certain character 
and personality traits may properly be included in the theoiy of 
attitude evaluation. The relationship of attempts to measure charac­
ter and personality traits to attempts to measure social attitudes 
is inherent in the fact that investigations in both areas are con­
cerned with phenomena which are usually thought of as difficult to 
quantify. Obviously, techniques which were found useful in quanti­
fying character and personality traits should be of some value in 
the development of techniques for the measurement of attitudes. 
The earlier liteirature out of which contemporary theory and 
current techniques of attitude measurement developed have been 
^Likert, Rensis. "A Technique for the Measurement of Attitude." 
Archives of Psychology. No. 140. Jtine 1932. pp. 7-10. 
^Ibid.. pp. 21-35. 
3lbid.. pp. 11-15 and Appendix, pp. 44-52. 
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reviewed Bain', Velter^, and Watson^, Thurstone and Chave* also 
reviewed the "... setting in which the present experiments 
[dealing with the measurement of attitudes] have grown." 
Development of the theory of attitude measurement with special 
reference to the use of opinions was contributed to and stimulated 
by Allport and Hartman^. Refinements of the statistical procedures 
utilized by Allport and Hartman have been developed Thurstone. 
The refinements include an evaluation of the possibility of measuring 
attitudes^, and the application of psychophysical methods to the 
measurement of attitudes^. 
Indirectly Thurstone has contributed to the theory of attitude 
evaluation through his psychological investigations in the areas of 
'Head Bain. "Theory and Measurement of Attitudes and Opinions." 
Psychological Balletin. 2?t357-79. 1930* 
^G. B. Velter. "The Measurement of Social and Political 
Attitudes and the Related Personality Factors." Jottrnal o;f Abnormal 
and Social Psychology. 25j149-89. 193Q* 
^G. B. Watson. "Measures of Character and Personality." 
Psychological Bulletin. 29j147-76. 1932. 
^L. L. Thurstone and E. J. Ghave» 0£. eit.. p. 1. 
%loyd H. Allport and D. A. Hartman. "Measurement and Motiva­
tion of a Typical Opinion in a Certain Group." American Political 
Science Review. 19i735-60. 1925. 
^L. L. Thurstone. "Attitudes Can Be Measured." American 
Journal of Sociology. 33s529-54. January 1928. 
L. Thurstone. "The Measurement of Opinion." Jourml of 
Abnormal Social Psychology. 22:415-30. January-March 1928. 
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coiaparative judgment^ mental measurement^, and equally-often-
noticed differences^. 
A comprehensive treatment of attitude theory is presented by 
Thurstone in the report of an investigation "... intended to 
continue the work of Cattell in applying the psychophysical methods 
to the measurement of social values."^ The chapter relating to the 
theoiy of attitude measurement includes an objective description 
of attitude^, the possibilities of measuring attitude, Including 
some assumptions tinderlying objective measurement^, elaboration 
of the idea of a specific attitude variable to which the measure­
ment of any given attitude may be limited'', and the development of 
Q 
the concept of a frequency distribution of attitudes based upon a 
rational unit of measurement®. The theory developed liy Thurstone 
^L.L. Thurstone. "A Law of Comparative Judgment." Psycho­
logical Beview. 34^*273-86. July 1926. 
^L. L. Thurstone. "A Mental Unit of Measurement." Psycho­
logical Beview. 34:415-23. November 1927. 
^L. L. Thurstone. "Equally Often Noticed Differences." 
JourEffll of Educational Psychology. 18:289-93* May 1927. 
*Ii. L. Thurstone, and E. J. Chave, cit«. p. 3* 
^Ibld.. pp. 1-5. 
^Ibid.« pp. 5-11. 
7lbid.. pp. 11-14. 
^Ibld.. pp. 14-16. 
®Ibid.. pp. 16-21. 
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is, obviously, an attempt to rationalize the techniques of psycho-
physics to the measurement of attitudes. 
Several of the earlier contrihutors to the theory of attitude 
measurement have given consideration to the meaning of the concept 
attitude* Thurstone and Chave^ defined attitudes as . . • the 
sum-total of a man*s inclinations and feelings, prejudice or bias, 
preconceived notions, ideas, fears, threats, and convictions about 
any specific topic." Sletto^ defined an attitude as . .a com­
plex containing such components as beliefs, likes, dislikes, hopes, 
and fears that are interrelated and cluster about personal values." 
Idkert^, while not offering a formal definition, indicated that he 
preferred the definitions which described attitudes in terms of 
dispostions toward overt actions. 
It is obvious that each of the foregoing definitions, although 
differing from the others with respect to psychological technical­
ities, reduces the measurement of attitude to responses to state­
ments of opinion. Measurement of attitudes by means of responses, 
in turn, has necessitated the definition and evaluation of the con­
cept of verbal opinion for purposes of attitude measurement. Thurstone 
^Ibid.. pp. 6-9• 
^Haymond Franklin Sletto. Construction of Personality Scales 
by the Criterion of Interml Consistency. Minneapolis. The Socio-
logical Press.155?. p. ^ 2. 
^lensis Likert, OP. cit.. p. 9* 
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and Chave* defined the concept as " . • • an expression of attitude*" 
Likert^ conceived of opinions as being indicators of " . . . tendencies 
to . . . certain discernible groups of social responses." 
Thurstone and Chave^ also evaluated the use of opinions as 
indicators of attitude. It was suggested that opinions are valid 
indicators of attitude so long as no factors are present which would 
render it expedient for individuals to whom the attitude scale is 
administered to withhold true opinions. 
Reports of objective evaluation of opinions as indexes of 
attitude have not been found in the literature. It is obvious, 
therefore, that research in this area would be of practical and 
theoretical importance. To date it appears that validity is assumed 
whenever no reason for concealment of true attitudes is obvious. 
From a practical standpoint the substitution of opinions for atti­
tudes seems to be a satisfactory procedure. However, other tech­
niques must be used for the investigation of issues, the desirabl# 
reaction toward which is dictated by authority or custom. 
A useful investigation pertaining to attitude scale construc­
tion was conducted by Thurstone and Chave*. The first section of 
^L. L. Thurstone and E. J. Chave, 0£. cit., p. 7. 
%ensis Likert, og. cit., p. 8. 
3l. L. Thurstone and E. J. Chave, ©£. cit.. pp. 7-9. 
^Ibid.. pp. 22-66. 
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the report was devoted to subjective criteria for selectiog items. 
The second section contained a technique for scaling the items and 
included also objective criteria of ambiguity^ and of irrelevance^. 
The criteria are in reality objective checks upon the subjective 
criteria for selecting items. The techniques presented "by Thurstone 
and Chave consisted of obtaining the ratings of each item by a large 
number of individuals as to the place a person who agrees with the 
item will fall on an attitude continuum consisting of an arbitrary 
number of positions ranging from highly unfavorable through neutral 
to highly favorable. Stated otherwise, it consisted of rating each 
item as to its position on a postulated attitude continuum. A 
cumulative frequency distribution of these ratings was then formed. 
The median rating was taken as the scale value of each item. From 
the cumulative frequency distribution a Q-value was found, defined 
by Thurstone and Chave^ as the difference between the first and 
third quartiles of the distribution of item ratings. The Q-value 
was designated as the criterion of ambiguity. A statement was con­
sidered ambiguous if it had a high Q-value^. Although in the final 
^Ibi^., pp. 44-45. 
^Ibid.. pp. 45-46. 
3Ibid., p. 36. 
*0g. cit. 
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analysis empirical checks made by Thurstone and Chave indicated 
that this objective technique eliminated the items judged unsatis­
factory by subjective criteria^) the determination of the ranges of 
Q-values within which items are of appropriate clearness is arbi­
trary. However, the criterion of ambiguity is useful for the reason 
that it provides an objective check upon subjective judgment* 
The criterion of irrelevance represents a check upon the in­
ternal consistency of the scale. Thurstone and Ghave designated 
the criterion of irrelevance as the index of similarity. It was 
designed to indicate the probability that a statement at one point 
on the theoretical attitude continuum will be endorsed by a person 
at another point on the continuum^. A quantitative index^ with 
values ranging from zero to one was developed. Interpretation of 
the index of similarity may be summarized by the statement*# 
If the indices of similarity are relatively high 
near the scale value of the first or common statement 
and relatively low for statements that are distant from 
the first or common statement, then the first statement 
is considered to be satisfactory. 
A more refined technique for dealic^ with the problem of 
determining whether a series of opinions belong on the same atti­
^Ibid., pp. 36-39. 
^Ibid.. pp. 46-48. 
3Ibid., p. 48. 
*Ibid.. p. 49. 
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tude continuum was presented later by Thurstone^• Also, a dis­
cussion of the technique of attitude scale construction, with special 
emphasis on obtaining scale values, has been presented elsewhere^ 
with numerical examples and graphical illustrations. 
Other investigators^ have indicated that the Thurstone tech­
niques result in attitude scales of sufficient reliability and 
validity. However, the techniques are exceedingly time consuming 
and require a tremendous amount of statistical calculation. It is 
natural, then, that other investigators should give consideration 
to the development of techniques which require less work and less 
complicated statistical procedures. On the basis of certain objec­
tionable features inherent in the Thurstone techniques, Likert* 
developed a technique for measuring attitudes which, it is claimed, 
. . .  n o t  o n l y  r e t a i n s  m o s t  o f  t h e  a d v a n t a g e s  p r e s e n t  
in methods now used, such as yielding scores the units 
of which are equal throughout the entire range, but it 
has the additional advantages. These briefly are: first, 
the method does away with the use of raters or judges 
and the errors arising therefrom; second, it is less 
laborious to construct an attitude scale by this methodj 
and third, the method yields the same reliability 
^L. L. Thurstone. "Theory of Attitude Measurement." Psycho­
logical Review. 36:222-41. May 1929. 
^L. L. Thtirstone. "The Measurement of Opinion." The Journal 
of Abnormal and Scoial Psychology. 22:415-30. January-March 1928. 
^Gardner Biurphy and Eensis Likert. Public Opinion and the 
Individual. New York. Harper and Brothers. 1928. p.26. 
Eensis Likert, og. cit., p. 6. 
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with fewer iterns 
In general, the subjective criteria suggested by Likert and 
Thurstone are siiailar. However, Likert developed two methods of 
scoring which differ from the one utilized by Thurstone. The first 
was designated as the sigma method of scoring^ and the second was 
designated as the simpler method of scoring^. 
The sigma method of scoring is based upon the assumption that 
attitudes are fairly normally distributed. Distributions of the 
percentages of individuals making each of the responses to items 
on several different attitude scales did not offer evidence that 
the departure of the distribution of atitudes from normality is 
of sufficient magnitude to invalidate the assumption^. 
The sigma scoring method consists of calculating for the 
group to whom the scale has been administered the percentages of 
the group who respond to each item in each of the possible ways. 
Average sigma values of intervals represented by the percentages 
are assigned to each response on each item. This procedure assumes 
that 100 per cent of the responses lie between and -3cr. 
Obviously it is possible to eliminate numbers less than unity by 
^Ibid.. p. 42 
^Ibld.. pp. 21-25. 
3Ibid., pp. 25-28. 
*Ibid.. pp. 21-22. 
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adding and multiplying by appropriate constants. For purposes of 
obtaining scale values it appears satisfactory to round off to the 
nearest whole number 
Two types of units were employed in the simpler method of 
scoring^ the five-point scale and the three-point scale. In 
scoring the five-point scale^, responses strongly opposed were 
given the numerical value of one, those which were neutral or un­
decided were assigned the value of three, and those strongly favor­
able were assigned the value of five. Values intermediate between 
neutrality and strongly unfavorable and between neutrality and 
strongly favorable were assigned the values of two and four, 
respectively. Another method of scoring the five-point scale consisted 
of assigning the values of one, three, four, five and seven 
to the various responses. 
The three-point scale^ was scored by three methods. The first 
consisted of assigning values of two, three, and four to unfavorable 
responses, neutral responses, and favorable responses, respectively. 
The second consisted of assigning values of one, three, and five to 
the responses. The third involved the calculation of the percentage 
of individuals who checked the unfavorable and the favorable responses 
^Ibid.. pp. 25-28. 
^Ibid.. pp. 26-27. 
3Ibid.. p. 27. 
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to each item ignoring the neutral responses. The percentage thus 
obtained became the scale value of the item. The sum of the 
numerical values assigned the responses checked by the individual 
represented the score for both methods. 
It was found by correlation analysis that each of the three 
simpler methods gave essentially the same results^. Also it was 
found that the simpler methods of scoring yielded essentially the 
same reliability as the sigma method, and the correlation coefficient 
between sigma and the simpler methods of scoring was .99^. 
The siiq^er methods of scoring yielded the same reliability 
as was obtained by Thurstone's technique with one-half as many items. 
In spite of great dissimilarity of statements in two different 
scales, the coefficients of correlation, corrected for attenuation, 
between the scales based upon the simpler techniques and Thurstone's 
technique with two different groups were +.81 and +.75» 
Likert's^ discussion of attitude scale construction consisted 
of both objective and subjective techniques. The subjective 
criteria for selecting items were roughly comparable to those 
recommended by Thurstone. The objective techniques included explana­
tions for assigning scale values to responses. Computation of 
^Ibid.. p. 27. 
^Ibid., p. 42. 
3Ibid., pp. 44-52. 
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reliability by means of correlating the siams of the odd and even 
items for each individual was recommended. Obviously the correla­
tion coefficient obtained in this manner must be stepped up by 
means of the modified Spearman-Brown formula for estimating the 
reliability coefficient of the whole test. 
Criteria for determining whether the numerical values are 
properly assigned and whether the statements are differentiating 
were also recommended by Likert^. Item analysis consisted of 
calculating the correlation coefficient of each statement with 
the battery. Negative correlation was conceived of as indicating 
that scale values for the item should be reversed. Zero or low 
correlation was conceived of as indicating that the statement 
fails to measure that which is measured lay the rest of the battery. 
In the final analysis the required size of the correlation 
coefficient between the battery and individual items is arbitrary* 
Likert^ suggested that it 
. . .  w i l l  n o  d o u b t  b e  a  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  p u r p o s e  f o r  
which the attitudes are being measured. If a general 
survey type of study is being undertaken the degree of 
inclusion [the size of the correlation coefficient 
between an item and the battery] required will be less 
than when a more specialized aspect of attitudes is 
being studied. 
Likert also stJggested a second objective method for the 
assignment of correct scale values and for determining whether 
^Ibid.. p. 4-8. 
^Ibid.. pp. 49-50. 
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the items are differentiating. This criterion was designated as 
the criterion of internal consistency. Application of the criterion 
consists of calculating the sum of the responses of the individuals 
at the extreme ends of the attitude continuum and obtaining the 
mean of the differences. If the mean of a difference is small, 
the statement does not differentiate; and if the mean of a differ­
ence is negative, the values of responses to the items are in 
reverse order. 
A more detailed and technical discussion concerning the use 
of the criterion of internal consistency has been presented 
Sletto^. The summary and hypotheses based upon his investigations 
describe practical procedures and imply limitations inherent in the 
procedures involved in applying the criterion of internal consis­
tency^. 
The criterion of internal consistency was reported elsewhere 
by Sletto^. This discussion is less technical than that presented 
in his monograph. It gives directions for applying the criterion 
of internal consistency and numerical examples of the application 
of the techniques. 
^Raymond Franklin Sletto, o£. cit.. pp. l-5» 
^Ibid.. pp. 80-88. 
^Raymond Franklin Sletto. "Critical Study of the Criterion of 
Internal Consistency in Personality Scale Construction." 
American Sociological Review. Is61-68. February, 1936. 
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The findings of an investigation conducted by Anderson^ are 
also of value to the person who is interested in the selection of 
items for an attitude scale. He developed a technique for deter­
mining the discrimination of items used in a test. The results of 
his study are of particular importance in that 1:^ means of item 
analysis it was possible to build a test which had almost as great 
reliability as a longer examination containing poor items# 
Although considerable attention has been given to the develop­
ment of attitude theory and to the development of techniques for 
measurement of attitudes, it appears that more attention has been 
devoted to the construction and validation of scales than to any 
other aspects of attitude evaluation. During recent years the 
literature has included scales for the measurement of attitude 
toward nearly every conceivable topic of educational or sociological 
importance. Topics about which attitude scales have been constructed 
include race, religion, occupation, and political opinion. Likert^ 
developed scales for measuring attitudes toward the Negro, nation­
alism, and internationalism. Thurstone^ developed a scale for the 
meastirement of attitudes towards the church. 
'John E. Anderson. "The Effect of Item Analysis Upon the Dis­
crimination Power of an Examination." Journal of Applied Pavchology. 
29:237-44. June 1935. 
^Rensis Likert, og* cit.. pp. 15-20. 
3L. L. Thurstone and E. J. Chave, o2* cit.. pp. 22-29. 
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Reimners^ has reported a large number of studies concerned with 
the construction and validation of attitude scales. His investiga­
tions were not designed to place major emphasis on the theory of 
attitude measurement. However, the reports show that it is possible 
to construct reliable and valid scales towards almost any conceivable 
topic of educational or sociological importance. The scales 
reported by Remmers, in general, have been developed by the 
Thurstone technique. Only minor differences may be noted in the 
actual construction of the scale. The most radical departure from 
Thurstone's technique is that items in the scales reported by 
Remmers are arranged in descending oi^er of magnitude as contrasted 
with the random arrangement utilized by Thurstone. 
Most of the attitude studies reported by Remmers have been 
concerned with the construction and validation of generalized 
scales. The difference between generalized and specific scales in­
heres in the number of issues relating to a general topic which 
are meiiawed by the two types. For example, the same generalized 
racial attitude scale may be used to measure attitude toward 
Negroes, Jews and Mexicans, whereas a specific attitude scale 
could be used to measure attitude toward only one race. The 
designs and findings of investigations reviewed do not justify 
^H. H. Remmers, et "Studies in Attitude Toward a Contri­
bution to Social-Psychological Research Methods." Division of 
Educational Reference. Purdue University. Studies in Higher Educa­
tion. XXfl. 1934. 
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generalizations concerning the relative merits of the two types of 
attitude scales* 
A second summary of investigations in the field of attitude 
evaluation was reported l?y Remmers^ in 1936. The investigations 
reported dealt with the shifting of attittjdes, description of the 
attitudes of groups, and with the relationship of attitude toward 
other variable factors. Findings of the investigations suggest 
that attitude is correlated with certain factors, such as age, sex, 
and place of residence. These studies suggest that it is possible, 
in some cases, to shorten an attitude scale by as much as one-half 
without affecting the validity of the scale. 
Other studies indicating 
. . .  t h a t ,  e x c e p t  f o r  c l e a r l y  d i s c e r n a b l e  a n d  p o w e r ­
fully operating contrary educational forces, attitudes 
toward important social issues when experimentally 
changed tend to persist as changed ... 
were reported by Remmers^ in 1938. The studies also furnish some 
evidence that attitudes as measured in terms of opinion are related 
to social behavior. 
Arnold^ developed a generalized attitude scale, following the 
H. Remmers, e^ al. "Further Studies in Attitudes, Series II." 
Division of Educational Reference. Purdue University. Studies la 
Higher Education. XXXI. 1936. 
H. Remmers, §i §i. "Further Studies in Attitudes, Series III." 
Division of Educational Reference. Purdue University. Studies in 
Higher Education. XXXIV. 1938. 
^Dwight Lester Arnold. A Study of Attitudes Toward War and 
Peace of Students in Fifth and Sixth Grades. Abstract of a Doctoral 
Dissertation. Columbus, Ohio. Ohio State University. 1938. p. 15. 
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Remraers procedure. Objective criteria usually postulated by 
earlier investigations were utilized. The objective criteria 
consisted of detailed item analysis and the determination of the 
consistency of a pupil's attitude by finding the average deviation 
of scale values of the item marked "agreed" from the average scale 
value. The reliability of the scale was determined by the usual 
split-half method and was found to be .80^. This study offers 
some evidence, in addition to that which has been discovered by 
students working xmder the direction of Eemmers, that it is pos­
sible to develop a generalissed attitude scale of sufficient 
reliability toward topics of educational and sociological importance. 
Little has been done toward evaluating attitudes toward 
farming or farm life. Forsythe^ developed an attitude scale 
designed to measure attitude toward rural and urban life. The 
results indicated that it is possible, by use of certain criteria 
of item selection, to reduce the number of items in a scale with 
practically no sacrifice of reliability. Studies somewhat similar 
^Ibid.. p. 15 
'F. Howard Forsythe. "BSeasuring Attitude Toward Rural and 
Urban Life." Rural Sooiology. 6:234-41. September 1941. 
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have been undertaken by Bineweis% Day^, and SeymourThe prefer­
ences of college women with regard to husbands, and the relationship 
between the residence of students and attitude toward living on a 
farm were investigated. The findings suggested that college 
students tend to possess a negative attitude toward the farm, and 
comparisons by sex and place of residence seemed to suggest that 
attitude toward rural life is related to a large variety of variable 
factors. 
Uhrbrock^ developed an attitude scale for measuring the attitude 
of employees toward employers* policies and practices. Scale 
•vmlues were obtained by a method similar to that utilized by 
Thurstone. Items were discarded or retained by means of a tech­
nique of internal consistency# The reliability of the scale was 
estimated the usual split-half method and was found to be .891 
when stepped up by the Spearman-Brown formula. 
%. G. Bineweis. "A Method of Studying Rural Social Distance." 
Journal of Applied Psychology. 10:239-42. January-February 1926. 
^Daniel D. Day. "Rural Attitudes of Mississippi College Students." 
Sociology and Social Research. 25*3^2-50. March-April 1941. 
^John S. Seymour. "Rural Social Distance of College Students." 
Sociology and Social Research. 14s238-48. 
Richard Stephen Uhrbrock. "Attitudes of 4,430 Employees." 
Journal of Social Psychology. 5065-77. 
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It is possible that a technique developed by Peters^ will 
be useful in determining the validity of attitude scales by cor­
relating the scores made on the tests with some outside criterion* 
He derived a formula for bi-serial r, together with its standard 
error, for the case where only the tails of a normal distribution 
A 
in one variable are considered. Peters stated that 
. . .  W e  h a v e  e m p l o y e d  i t  t o  i n v e s t i g a t e  t h e  c o r r e l a ­
tion between the extent of ®ing in for particular 
areas of study in college Gcience, mathematics, etc.) 
and the possession of certain functioning cultural 
abilities as manifested in college life, and also to 
investigate the correlation between the extent of 
participation in certain elements of college life 
and achievements in after-college life. It can be 
applied to investigate the factors related to 
marital adjustment, to social leadership, to civic 
efficiency, to vocational competency, etc. It can, 
in fact, be applied wherever subjects can be detected, 
by those who have observed their behavior, as manifesting 
a type of behavior in high or low degree and where 
measurement of other traits can be obtained which are to 
be correlated therewith. 
This form of correlation assumes that the distribution is 
normal and sharply truncated at the tails. It is perhaps pos­
sible that these assumptions are never entirely met in attitude 
measurement. However, it is conceivable that the departure from 
the ideal situations may not be too serious. 
The technique is applicable to the ordinary correlation 
^Charles C. Peters. "A Technique for correlating Measurable 
Traits With Freely Observed Social Behaviors." Psychometrika. 
6:209-19. 
^Ibid.. p. 219. 
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table, and Peters claims that It will give exactly the same 
correlation coefficient as that obtained by the Pearson product-
moment method to the extent to which all of the assumptions are 
fully met# Also he indicated that since the bi-serial r obtained 
by his formula is theoretically the same r as the Pearson product-
moment r, it can be utilized for the same purposes. Hence, it 
has been reported to be useful in multiple and partial corre­
lation predictions, in multiple factor analysis, and similar 
procedures. 
It is claimed further that the Peters technique is a more 
economical procedure than other correlation procedures which 
involve an entire random sample since it requires the measurement 
of fewer individuals to give comparable reliabilities. For 
example, 210 subjects woTild have been required by the Pearson 
product-moment method to yield a standard error as low as that 
which was yielded by 60 subjects when the Peters technique was 
utilized^• 
A description of the attitude of various groups is often a 
necessary part of an investigation in which some other aspect 
of attitude evaluation is the dominant objective. Usually the de­
scription of the attitude of various segments of a larger popula­
tion is useful as an index of the validity of the attitude scale. 
^Ibld.. p. 219. 
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For example, Thurstone and Chave^  followed this procedure. 
Likert^  also found that a description of attitudes of various 
groups Was useful in evaluating the attitude scale which he 
developed. Yickerstaff^ conducted an investigation in which a 
major objective was to determine whether or not there were signifi­
cant differences in the attitude of various groups of rural boys 
in Iowa. The result of his investigation showed that various 
groups of rural Iowa boys differ significantly with respect to 
farming attitudes. It was suggested that these differences 
indicated that the scale utilized in the investigation was valid 
for the purposes prevailing. 
Uhrbrock'^  found it useful to describe the attitudes of 
various groups of employees. The employees included in the 
investigation were m&,Qe up of foremen, clerical employees, and 
factory workers. The investigation was concerned with the atti­
tudes of employees toward company policies and practices and 
with discovering what might be done to remove points of irritation 
L^. L. Thurstone and E. J. Chave, 0£. cit.. pp. 67-75. 
^Rensis Likert, ££. cit.. pp. 38-39. 
3^. G. \flckerstaff., The Attitude of High School Boys Toward 
Agriculture. Unpublished blaster's Thesis. Ames, Iowa. Iowa State 
College Library. 194^2. pp. 1-2, 32, 33. 
•Richard Stephen Uhrbrock, ojo. cit., pp. 365» 374—75. 
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and to improve the attitude of the employees. It was foimd that 
the foremen were more favorable on an average than clerical 
workers, and that the factory workers were less favorable than 
clerical employees. Also, employees with more than six years of 
service were slightly more favorable toward the company than the 
employees with fewer years of service. Women were found to be 
slightly more favorable toward the company than were the men. 
Murphy and Likert^ described the attitudes of various groups 
of individuals in an investigation to determine "... both in 
quantitative and qualitative terms, a number of problems relative 
to individual differences in opinion on public issues." Stated 
otherwise, they undertook an investigation of the attitudes of 
college students with regard to certain public issues to determine 
past and present forces which have influenced their attitudes. 
The investigation was divided into four parts, namelys (l) 
the development of a reliable and psychologically meaningful tech­
nique for measuring students' general attitude-orientation in ihe 
field of internationalism, impeidalism, the Negro, and the economic 
order; (2) statistical evaluation of a large number of background 
factors which might conceivably affect attitudes} (3) making of an 
intensive study of the attitudes and of any of the personal chara­
cteristics of these students who are included in the investigation? 
^Gardner Murphy and Rensis Likert, ogi. cit.. pp. 1-4. 
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(4) the conducting of a re-test approximately five years after 
the original test. The result of the re-test showed that there 
had been a considerable shift of attitudes in the radical direction. 
Murphy and Likert' suggested that 
. . • This shift seemed, as far as we could tell, 
to be not in the nature of an individual protest against 
economic distress, but an attempt to see the social 
situation broadly and to respond in terras of a question­
ing or challenging attitude in relation to the social order. 
The nature of the interpretations made and inferences drawn by 
Murphy and Likert indicate that the construction and validation of 
the attitude scales might be considered secondary to other objectives 
prevailing in their investigation. Obviously, without a valid and 
reliable measuring instrument it would have been impossible for them 
to evaluate the background factors which affect attitudes toward 
social issues. Nor would it have been possible to arrive at any 
conclusions relative to the permanency of attitudes. 
A study conducted by Ramseyer is another example of attitude 
investigations in which it has been necessary to construct and 
validate attitude scales for the purpose of evaluating hypotheses 
relative to social attitudes. Specifically, Ramseyer's investigation 
might be stated as the effort to discover the influence 
of certain documentaiy films on social attitudes when used 
alone, without previous preparation, and without organized 
effort to follow up their use with other teaching methods.^ 
^Ibid.. p. 264. 
^Lloyd Louis Ramseyer. A Study of the Influence of Documentary 
Films on Social Attitudes. Doctor's Dissertation. Columbus, Ohio» 
Ohio State University. 1938. pp. 17-18. 
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The criteria utilized for selecting the film should be of 
interest and of value to investigators contemplating or engaged 
in film attitude investigations^ . The findings of the investi­
gation are of practical iniportance from the stsjidpoints of atti­
tude scale construction and of educational practice. The fact 
that fovir attitude variables capable of measurement^  were found 
in connection with one social issue seems to suggest that inves­
tigators should identify the possible attitude variables which may 
exist in connection with a given social issue and should define 
rigidly the attitude variable with vihich a particular scale is con­
cerned. The relationships between attitude and other variable 
factors are of practical importance in educational practice. Also, 
the fact that the pictures resulted in significant increase in 
information about the topics investigated^  should have meaning of 
both educational and sociological importance. 
I^bid., p. 19. 
I^bid.. p. 22» 
I^bid., pp. 156-58. 
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It is obvious that the studies here reviewed do not represent 
all investigations which have been conducted in the area of attitude 
evaluation* However, the areas of attitude testing and the general 
natxure of investigations in the various areas are represented in 
the investigations here reported. 
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GHAPTER III 
THE PRELIMIMRI SGAIE 
Prior to the initiation of the present investigation a series 
of items of uncertain origin, representing opinions toward farming 
and farm life, were administered to students in the Division of 
Engineering and in the Division of Agriculture at Iowa State College. 
These items represented the first draft of an experimental 
scale from which the final attitude scale here reported was deve­
loped. Evaluation of the responses to the first draft of the 
experimental scale was the first work done in this investigation. 
Evaluation of the items consisted of Judging the suitability 
of the statements on the basis of the following criterias 
1. No item should contain terms the difficulty of which 
is beyond a reasonable estimate of the reading com­
prehension of the individuals to whom the scale is to 
be administered. 
2. No item should contain two statements each of which 
may require a different response. 
3. A statement should be worded in such a manner that it 
will be impossible to misinterpret its meaning. 
4. A long statement, although it may contain only one 
distinct idea, should be avoided. 
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5* Statements^ which individuals of diffei*ent attitudes 
toviard faming would make the aarae response should 
not be inc].uded in the scale. 
6. k statement v^ hich does not involve the element of 
individual philosophy concerned with values or goals 
of living should not be included. 
The degree to which the items were consistent with most of 
the criteria was determined in a subjective fashion. Hov^ ever, 
by means of comparing the responses of the agriculture and the 
engineering students, it was possible to determine in aT obj ec-
tive fashion the degree to ?jhich each item v#as consistent with 
criterion 5* Stated otherwise, if an item did not differentiate 
between agriculture and engineering students, it I'/as sssumed that 
the item was invalid. 
Analysis of the items revealed that some of the items were 
unsatisfactory on the basis of the criteria postulated. The 
analysis suggested thet some of the items should be reworded or 
discarded. The reviiorded items, minus the completely unsatis­
factory items, and a few nevi statements, mafia up a second draft 
of the experimental scale consisting of 46 items.^  
4 
Copy of scale shown in Appendix. 
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Satisfactoriness of the second araft of the experimental 
scale was determined by means of an analysis of the responses 
made by agriculture and engineering students. The results of the 
analysis showed that each of the items and the test as a whole 
differentiated betv/een the engineering and agriculture students. 
The norms and other data which are presented in this study are based 
upon the sin'ple method of scoring. The simple method of scoring 
is the technique which was used by Likert^  The possible 
responses to each item were strorigly agree, agree, uncertain, 
disagree, and strongly disagree# Strongly favorable responses 
were given a scale value of 5, falvorable responses a scale value 
of 4, neutral responses a scale value of 3» unfavorable a scale 
value of 2, and strongly unfavorable a scale value of 1» The 
higher an individual's score on a test, the more favorable he is 
toward agriculture. Conversely, the lower an individual's score 
the less favorable he is toward agriculture. 
If it were apparent that it was not clear to the individuals 
to whom the test was administered that ti-ey would not be penalized 
for their opinions, then lack of confidence in their responses 
would be justified. In order to overcome this difficulty, state­
ment to the effect that the resxilts -were not to be used for giving 
school makrs and that individuals to whom the test was administered 
R^ensis Likert. "A Technique for the Measurement of Attitudes." 
Archives of Psychology. No. 14-0. June 1932. pp. 25-28. 
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would not be otherwise penalized for expressing their true reactions 
to the statements was included on the scale. In light of these pre­
cautions in the construction of the scale, it seems that no loss 
of validity resulted because the individuals were unwilling or 
afreld to express their true opinions. 
The manner ih which the statements were made necessitated the 
reversal of the values of certain items on the scale. For example, 
a pupil who agreed with the statement "Farming is a pleasant 
vocation" would encircle "1", or if he strongly disagreed he would 
encircle "5"* Hence, the scoring on this item must be reversed. 
Scoring values of one, two, three, four, and five were changed to 
five, four, three, two, and one for the following itemsS 1, 5> 10» 
12, 17, 19, 22, 23, 26, 30, 32, 3^ , 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, and 45. 
Two additional steps were necessary to show that the scale 
was satisfactory. It had to be shovm that it actually measured 
what it purported to measure, and it m.s necessary to show that it 
measured well whatever it did measure. Stated otherwise, it was 
necessary to investigate its validity and reliability. 
Since it is well knofm by workers in the field of educational 
test construction that the reliability and the validity of a given 
instrument may vary from one specifically defined group to another, 
it was necessary to define a group for which the reliability and 
the validity of the scale would be determined. The test was 
administered to 2,198 boys enrolled in 23 Iowa high schools, 
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shown in Table 1, serving rural youth. Two procedures for col­
lecting the data suggested themselves. It might be possible to 
choose among the various strata of high schools a proportionate 
number to be sampled and then within each stratum a random sample 
could be chosen. If this procedure should be followed, the utmost 
confidence could be placed in tests of significance; however, such 
a plan of collection of data was far from feasible. A second plan 
was to choose schools within each stratum in the approximate ratio 
in which the total enrollments of rural Iowa should suggest and 
then take a complete enumeration of the schools so sampled. This 
procedure justifies less confidence in tests of significance. On 
the other hand, this sampling technique represented the most feasi­
ble plan which could be devised for the collection of data. 
No claim is made that the schools sampled are homogeneous 
among themselves. In fact, homogeneity within the sample would 
suggest that the attitude scale was not sensitive and an inspec­
tion of Table 1 shows the variation that existed among the different 
schools. When chi-square was computed it was found to be 111.14 
with 48 degrees of freedom, a value which is significant far 
beyond the one per cent level. 
Reliability of the test was determined by the split-half 
method. Stated otherwise, the reliability of the scale m.8 
determined by obtaining the coefficient of correlation between the 
sums of the odd and even responses. 
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TABLE I 
Attitude Toward Farraiug of Iov«a Boys in Various 
Rural High Schools 
Attitude Scores 
School 185 Up 
N 
160-184 
N 
135-159 
N 
134 and Less 
N 
Total 
New Providence 
Battle Creek 36 24 16 15 91 
Beaver 
Pilot Mound 
Arthur 
15 21 12 11 59 
Sioux Rapids 
Quimby 
Galva 
35 36 26 26 123 
Carroll 3^  50 58 46 188 
Denison 41 23 47 49 160 
Graettinger 16 16 17 10 59 
West Liberty 30 19 15 13 77 
Cherokee 17 23 26 35 101 
Harlan 24 34 34- 45 137 
Ida Grove 31 32 29 30 122 
Jefferson 29 35 27 25 116 
Holstein 18 24 15 19 76 
Lake City 45 32 22 19 118 
Lohrville 
Odebolt 51 37 16 26 130 
Rockwell City 28 21 26 28 103 
Sac City 33 30 38 29 130 
Sioux City 76 106 115 115 412 
Total 559 563 539 541 2,202 
Ghi-square = 111.14** 
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Total odd and even scores were available for 1,918 boys, 
distributed in 14 random samples to make possible the use of cor­
relation charts by clerical helpers. The correlation coefficient 
for the group as a ?«hole m.s obtained by use of the Z-function. 
Table 2 gives the number included in each sample, r, and other 
data necessary for solving the equation. 
2 C (z) (N-3) ] 
i i 
Average Z = i = 1 
n 
2 (N-3) 
i = 1 
Where 
N = the number of paired scores in 
each sample 
n - the nth sample 
1 * individual samples 
Substituting values from Table 2 in this equation, average Z = 
1.2912795* The value of r was obtained by solving for r in the 
equation Z =  ^ log 1+r which was changed to the form Z = 
1.1512925 logic l-*-!" from which, substituting Z = 1.2912795, 
1-r 
r = .859. 
It is obvious that r = .859 Is the correlation between one-
half of the items of the test. The value of r for the whole test 
or for twice the number of items used in computing r = .859 may 
be obtained by means of a modification of the Spearman-Brown 
prophecy formula, yielding an estimated coefficient of reliability 
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TABLE 2 
Values for Averaging Reliability of Lxperimental Scale 
N r z Z (N-3) 
137 .8839 1.3933287 186.7060458 
l6l .8269 1.1782558 186.1644164 
130 .8339 1.2008096 152.5028192 
45 .8403 1.2222006 51.3324252 
130 .8821 1.3853733 175.9424091 
115 .8380 1.2146366 136.0392992 
188 .8284 1.18^ 2294 218.8974390 
121 .8898 1.4211785 167.6990630 
10? .8653 1.3142810 136.6852240 
103 .8853 1.3997644 139.9764400 
180 .8649 1.3124735 232.3078095 
154 .8771 1.3630497 205.8205047 
193 .8298 1.1S74891 225.6229290 
154 .8785 1.3691631 206.7436281 
2 Z (N-3) = 2422.44046 
N = 1918 Z (N-3) = 1876 
Average Z = 1.2912795 
r = .859 
ri= 2r 
1+r 
ri = .924 
-4.4. 
of ,924 for the group with which the correlation coefficient was 
obtained. 
The customary procedure for testing the significance of a 
correlation coefficient consists of determining the probability 
that the correlation is greater th?n zero in the population. 
By use of the formula t = r (n-2)^ (l-r^) ^  and a table of t 
values, it is possible to determine the significance of the 
reliability coefficient here reported. Since the standard error 
utilized in the formula for t does not apply to the correlation 
estimated by the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula, the observed 
r = .859 is the appropriate value of r to substitute in the 
formula. Substituting t « 73»4-4 and consulting a table of t, 
the correlation is highly significant. 
Although carrying through a. test of significance to deter­
mine whether the observed r = .859 is significantly greater than 
zero may be useful, finding that it is highly significant does 
not satisfy the requirements here prevailing. 
The question is not whether = .859 which, when stepped up 
by the Spearman-Brown formula, becomes r^  = .924, is significantly 
different from zero. Eather it is important to know if it is 
likely that in the population the observed would yield an 
r^  large enough to satisfy some postulated criterion. If it is 
postulated that r^ should be a .900 or more, then the value neces­
sary for an observed r_ may be obtained from 
-•45*" 
r = 
4-
2r 
 ^
1+r 
3 
Solving 
r = .818 
3 
By means of the Z-function it is possible to determine the 
probability of r being not less than r . Let 
-0 ""3 
= observed r in sample 
= theoretical r in population 
2 = Z corresponding to r 
0 -
Z » Z corresponding to r 
3 ~ ""3 
0 = the standard error of Z 
0 
The normal deviate equivalent of the difference between Z^  
and Z^  may be obtained by the^ formula 
X = (z - Z ) (N-3)2 
0 3 
The Z-values may be obtained from the equation 
Z = 1.1512925 log 1+r 
1-r 
Solving for Z and Z 
-0 -3 
z = 1.29128 
0 
z = 1.15074 
3 
Substituting in the equation for the noriaal deviate 
1 
X = (1.29128 - 1.15074) (1,876)^ 
X = 6.087 
Since the value of a normal deviate as large as 6.08? was not 
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included in available tables of areas of the norm&l curve the proba­
bility that in the population ri^ .SlS was obtained from the formula 
appropriate for large deviates 
2P = JT" 1 + iiiili - (1) (3) (5) + . . .] 
(-x) VTT X X X X® 
Substituting x = 6.087 in the equation and solving for P, the 
probability is 5«75xlO 
The next step in evaluating the second draft of the experi­
mental scale consisted of determining the validity of the scale. 
Ideally, the validity of an instrument should be determined by 
computing the coefficient of correlation between the performance 
on the instrument and some outside criterion. In this investiga­
tion, a variable criterion was not readily available. However, 
it was possible to get some ides of the validity of this scale 
by determining whether the performances of groups with known 
different attitudes viere significantly different. 
In general, the attitude of rural pupils who intend to farm 
is more favorable toward agriculture than the attitude of the rural 
pupils who do not intend to farm. One means of obtaining some 
idea of the validity of this scale is to evaluate the significance 
of the difference bet?i/een the mean scores of rural pupils intending 
to farm and those not intending to farm. Table 3 gives such data for 
Iowa rural high school pupils. The difference between the mean 
scores is 33*2 The standard error of this difference is 2.46. 
Hence the difference is 13.5 times its standard error. It is 
obvious, therefore, that for practical purposes the chances of 
obtaining a difference this large, if the pupils who intend to 
farm do not differ in farming attitude from those who intend to 
farm, are negligible. 
TABLE 3 
Mean Farming Attitude Scores of 
Iowa Rural High School Pupils 
Mean score N 
Pupils Intending to farm 189.9 458 
Pupils not intending to farm 156.7 302 
Comparison of the difference between the scores made on the 
test by rural vocational agriculture and rural nonvocational agri­
culture high school pupils provides another test of the validity 
of the scale. Obviously, it would be expected that the rural 
pupils who are enrolled in agriculture will differ in farming 
attitude from those who are not enrolled in agriculture. If it is 
shovin that the scores made on the test by a group of rural vocational 
agriculture and rural nonvocational agriculture pupils are different, 
soiJie evidence of the validity of the attitude scale shall have been 
offered. In a sample of 785 rural Iowa high school boys the pupils 
enrolled in agriculture made an average score of 173«1 as shown in 
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Table 4, The difference bet'seen the means, 7-1 with a standard 
error of 2.47 yielding a normal deviate of 2.38, is significant at 
the one per cent level* Obviously, it is not reasonable to 
ci-tcribute such a large difference to sampling accident. 
Table 4 
Attitude of Rural Vocational Agricultural 
and Nonvocational Agricultural Pupils 
Group Mean Score N 
Vocational 180.2 286 
Nonvocational 173.1 499 
Another illustr&tion that the attitude soale tends to differ­
entiate betvjeen grcjups «ith knovm different attitudes is furnished 
by the mean scores made on the attitude scale by 4-H and non-4-H 
boys. In a sample of 2,198 boys the mean score of 4-H boys was 
,l8l.l and the mean score of the non-4-H boys was 157•9* The 
standar-d error of the difference Tsas 2.71, yielcing a normal deviate 
of 8.561. Since 8.561 ?«as not included in the available tables of 
ai-eas of the normal curve, a formula consisting of a rapidly con­
vergent series was needed in order to determine the probability of 
obtaining a normal deviate as great as 8.561. For this purpose 
the formula 
« ^  2 
F. . = JTeZJL^ [1- -1 - d) (3) -  jlLil).  (5) -  .  .  .]  
VtT X x"^ 
%'as utilized. Substituting x = 8.561 and solving for P, P = 1.12x10 
Evidence ths,t the scale did not differentiate beti/een groups 
of pupils who are expected to be similar with respect to farwing 
attitudes may be interpreted as further empirical evidence that 
the scs.le is valid. The difference between the mean scores of 
4-H members and pupils enrollea in vocational agriculture was 0.04. 
This difference may be easily attributed to the fluctuations 
of random sampling. Since it is known from other investigations 
that 4-H members and agriculture pupils are similar in attitude. 
Table 5 
Attitude of 4-H and Non-4-H Pupils 
H Mean Score 
4-H 163 181.1 
Non-4-H 2,035 157.9 
the failure to find significance in the difference between the two 
means furnishes further evidence of the validity of the tests. 
The satisfactoriness of the scale for use with pupils enrolled 
in high schools serving Io-i«a rural youth has been demonstrated by 
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three methods. First, the items on the scele livere evaluated 
against a series of subjective criteria. Second, the scale was 
shown to be highly reliable for the group. Thix'd, its validity 
hes been demonstrated by showing that it differentiates between 
groups of knovjn different farraing e^ttitudes. 
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CMP'rKR IV 
THE FINAL SCALE 
The final scale was developed from the preliminary form which 
WES administered to more than 2,000 Iovi;a high school boys. In 
most respects the final foriu was the same as the preliminary fora. 
Hcsvever, an analysis made frorn the responses to the preliminary 
forra suggested the deletion of an item, the rearrangement of the 
items, and the substitution of SA, A, U, D, and SD for 1, 2, 3, 
4, and 5 on the preliminary scale. Furthermore, a slight change 
seemed desirable in the supplementary information asked for on 
the test form. Evidences for the retention of the 45 items may be 
classified under the follosving headings: validity, differentiating 
power, end reliability. The evidences for valiaity included 
differences in responses by groups with knovm different attitudes 
toward farming and by the criterion of internal consistency of the 
items making vip the scale, differentia, ting power by an item 
analj'sis of the responses to eacli of the items, and reliability of 
the scale by noting the reliability ¥/hen the test vms used with 
widely diversified groups. 
In oroer that interpretations might be made from group to 
group -without resorting to the size of the attitude scores, per­
centile norms were developed, using the 2,198 boys attending rural 
Table 6 
Norms of Attitude Scores for Entire Scale 
Percentile Scores Percentile Scores Percentile Scores 
100 216-225 
99 213-215 
98 211-212 
97 208-210 
96 206-207 
95 205 
94 202-204 
93 201 
92 200 
91 199 
90 198 
89 197 
88 195-196 
87 194 
86 193 
85 192 
84 191 
83 190 
82 189 
81 188 
80 186-187 
79 185 
78 184 
7? 183 
76 182 
75 181 
74 180 
73 179 
72 178 
71 177 
70 176 
69 175 
68 174 
67 173 
66 172 
65 171 
64 170 
63 169 
62 168 
61 167 
60 166 
58 165 
57 164 
56 163 
55 162 
54 161 
53 160 
52 159 
51 158 
50 157 
49 156 
48 155 
47 154 
46 153 
45 152 
44 151 
43 150 
42 149 
41 148 
40 147 
39 146 
38 145 
37 144 
36 143 
35 142 
34 141 
33 140 
32 139 
31 138 
30 137 
29 136 
28 135 
27 134 
26 133 
25 132 
24 131 
23 130 
22 129 
21 128 
20 127 
19 126 
18 124-125 
17 123 
16 122 
15 121 
14 119-120 
13 117-118 
12 116 
11 114-115 
10 111-113 
9 109-110 
8 108 
7 104-107 
6 102-103 
5 98-101 
4 93- 97 
3 86- 92 
2 76- 85 
1 70- 75 
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hlgh schools in Iowa, ouch norms are shown in Table 6. The 
wide vsrietion of scores shown in this table suggesttj that the 
scale is quite sensitive, differentiating i«ell among individual 
students on whatever charfccteristic the test actually measures. 
The iraportance of deriving norms is particularly desirable 
whenever effort is raade to evaluate a characteristic, the desirable 
reaction to which is unknown. Aprlorl designation of desirable 
attitude tov/ard farrrdng cannot be determined. However, percentile 
values derived from the cumulative frequency distribution of the 
perforinance of an adeiiuate group of individuals from a practically 
defined population are useful. Since these percentile values 
furnish a practical basis for determlnir?^  ^ the relative attitude of 
any given individu8,l or group as compared with the populatic.n, it 
was assumed that the pupils in the Io?/a rural high schools would 
represent a suitable population for such interpretation. 
If the development of favorable attitude tov^ ard farming is 
considered an objective of agricultural instruction, evaluation 
before and after instruction may be useful in appraising the effec­
tiveness of instruction. It is also possible that an individual's 
attitude toward farming, as inaicated by perforinance on the scale, 
ifiill yield useful evidence to those charged with the guidance 
function in the high schools. Obviously, those individuals pos­
sessing the least favorable attitude toward farming, other factors 
rem^ aining constant, will probably be more successful in the long 
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run in a type of li/ork different from farming. 
It seems likely that many teachers of vocational agriculture 
will formulate as one of the objectives of agricultural instruction 
a shift in the direction of more favorable in the attitude toward 
farming. If such an objective is postulated, one evidence of the 
degree of effectiveness of the instruction Vvdll be the shift to'sard 
that norm which the instructor arbitrarily determines to be satis­
factory. Careful consideration should be given to the tenability 
of assumptions teachers will desire to ma.ke viith regard to the 
desirable percentile rank. 
By means of correlation analysis it may be possible to deter­
mine the regression of farming attitude on success in farming or 
perhaps in other lines of viiork. If the regression should be found 
significant, it would be useful to (fetermine the probability of 
v, 
success in farming at the furious levels of farming attitude. 
Guidance officials no doubt will wish to consider other factors 
which might be related to success in farming, such as financial 
status of parents and probability of farm inheritance. If suf­
ficient infoi'ni6,tion shoiJd be asserabled, it would probably be use­
ful to develop a multiple regression equation, including farming 
attitude as one of the variables for the purpose of predicting 
success in farming. 
If a test is to be made satisfactory, a careful inspection 
must be made of the responses to each item. Obviously, there is 
Table 7 
Item -Analysis of Final. Scale 
Item S.F. U. Uf. u m. 
1. Farming is a pleasant vocation. N 438 647 311 255 120 
M 182.9 163.8 142.6 142.5 135.8 
2. I can't say I'm wild about farming. N 158 210 353 328 723 
M 183.4 176.0 167.6 169.6 141.7 
3. Farm work is drudgery. N 572 404 321 249 222 
M 179.3 164.1 147.2 145.5 136.4 
4. I would enjoy v<orking with plants and animals. I 621 424 264 217 238 
M 183.4 161.3 145.1 141.4 131.7 
5. A farmer has more worries than do persons S 528 406 285 271 279 
engaged in most other occupations. M 161.7 166.4 155.3 160.1 151.3 
5. As a life's T.vork, farming isould be terrible. N 726 395 269 194 184 
M 182.4 156.0 148.3 140.1 116.2 
7. Work on the farra is really enjoyable. I 345 562 390 322 171 
M 186.8 169.5 151.4 143.7 124,0 
8. The disadvantages of farming outweigh its . il 677 299 450 143 193 
advantages. M 181.9 162.9 145.6 141.3 128.2 
i 
I 
Table 7 (continued) 
Item S.F. F. U. Uf. S. Uf, 
9. Farming requires less intelligence than most 
other occupations. 
N 
M 
752 
170.9 
403 
161.6 
185 
146.9 
228 
147.3 
201 
140.7 
10, The vocation of farming has its drawbacks, 
but I like it. M 
436 
189.8 
337 
169.2 
402 
153 0 
274 
147.0 
315 
129.8 
11. Farming involves too many distasteful tasks. N 
M 
382 
182.1 
528 
163.0 
339 
152.8 
305 
149.3 
213 
125.6 
12. I have never wanted to be a farmer. W 
1" 
712 
184.7 
206 
163.4 
224 
155.0 
154 
149.7 
471 
126.3 
13. Farming is fascinating viork. 
M 
313 
183.0 
398 
172.5 
438 
157.4 
322 
146.0 
247 
132.3 
14. Perming requires less education than most 
other vocations. 
N 
IvI 
537 
174.9 
327 
166.7 
229 
152.3 
339 
151.8 
336 
143.7 
15. I like farming -vfell enough to make it my 
life's -(fork. 
I 
M 
396 
187.0 
198 
178.4 
299 
168.6 
242 
158.5 
630 
134.0 
16. Farming is a monotonous vocation. M 
M 
590 
178.2 
416 
161.6 
367 
151.0 
217 
147.5 
177 
128.2 
17. I have always wanted to be a farmer. K 
M 
345 
185.2 
215 
182.3 
271 
168.6 
227 
163.1 
708 
136.8 
Table 7 (continued) 
Item S.F. F. U. Uf, S. Uf, 
18. Living on a farm is just too much hard vvcrk. N 
M 
706 
177.4 
540 
159.1 
297 
139.8 
153 
141.9 
71 
121.8 
19. The advantages of farming far outweight the 
disadvantg,ges. 
K 
M 
481 
183.6 
348 
166.4 
514 
152.0 
194 
145.3 
230 
132.8 
20. Farming is uninteresting work. N 
M 
537 
174.9 
327 
166.7 
229 
152.3 
339 
151.8 
336 
143.7 
21. The average farmer enjoys farming raore than 
I would. 
N 
H 
286 
191.6 
22^  
If0.3 
302 
169.3 
254 
158.3 
701 
137.8 
22. Everything considered, I could be happier 
farming than engaging in any other occupation. 
N 
M 
301 
186.4 
212 
101.1 
365 
169.2 
253 
159.6 
635 
135.8 
23. Farming tends to isolate a person from the 
rest of the YJorld. 
N 
M 
815 
176.8 
428 
155.5 
212 
144.9 
209 
136.1 
101 
126.5 
24. Farming yields less satisfaction than 'n:;ost 
other occupations. 
H 
M 
572 
179.3 
404 
164.1 
321 
147.2 
249 
145.5 
222 
136.4 
25. The farn i»s the best place for young people. N 658 
175.4 
346 
162.5 
314 
153.2 
230 
142.7 
222 
136.7 
26. iibout all that can be said for fermirig is that 
it furnishes a means of existing. 
N 
M 
1050 
170.9 
315 
152.4 
168 
141.3 
135 
135.9 
- 102 
131.5 
Table 7 (continued) 
Item S.F. F. U. Uf. S. Uf. 
27. I could be satisfied to spend irg life on the I 468 287 291 252 467 
farm. M 185.5 171.6 159.9 151.0 133.0 
28. Social well-being is impossible of attain­ N 943 340 245 152 89 
ment on the farm. M 170.1 153.7 144.0 144.3 144.6 
29. Farming would ^ ive me a great deal of N 458 391 342 272 336 
pleasure. iVi 137.8 170.6 156.4 147.6 125.1 
30. I fefeX uhfS.t I Viould b6 doing ray chrLidren En N 946 267 268 131 156 
injustice by living on a farm. M 173.0 148. B 139.4 140.5 150.2 
31. I dislike the farm vilth its many incon­ M 58l 423 284 253 227 
veniences. M 182.7 166.1 149.1 142.3 124.1 
32, Farming yields more satisfaction than most S 380 360 508 270 250 
other vocations. M 184.7 169.3 153.8 148.3 135.5 
33. Farming offers insufficient opportunity for N 589 393 298 278 205 
contacts %'ith people. M 176.6 161.3 156.0 146.1 144.4 
34. I feel tha.t farm farailes as a ?;hole are an N 827 369 290 95 183 
interesting class of people. M 171.9 156.0 143.8 141.9 149.8 
35. Farming has Eiore social disadvantages than N 438 453 365 297 214 
most other occupations. M 170.9 164.4 159.0 153.5 140.4 
Table 7 (continued) 
Item S. F. F. U. Uf. S. Uf 
36» Farming deadens a person's ambitions. N 
M 
396 
176.7 
305 
157.3 
273 
138.3 
150 
135.3 
141 
128.7 
37. I like farming as a 'fiay of life. N 
1 
490 
188.3 
328 
169.3 
358 
154.3 
251. 
144.7 
340 
127.2 
38. On an average, the sti-ndard of living of 
farmers is below that of other persons in the 
United States. 
I 
M 
832 
171.3 
338 
161.9 
"314 
144.9 
157 
146.3 
123 
137.6 
39. The fara is a womerful place to live. N 
M 
732 
179.2 
396 
158.6 
276 
148.2 
190 
138.3 
172 
126.5 
40. Farming tends to reduce one=s social standing. N 
M 
785 
174.1 
398 
159.1 
286 
144.0 
194 
144-. d. 
102 
131.3 
41. For me, life on a farm viould be extreiael;/ dull .IN 
M 
649 
186.2 
374 
163.8 
242 
151.3 
216 
139.4 
286 
119.0 
42. The farmer enjoys many satisfactions which 
the average person never realizes. 
N 
M 
Q 0 A 
171.3 
350 
154.0 
219 
139.8 
120 
142.3 
147 
149.2 
43. I think I would have less fun livin;;- on a 
farm than In town. 
N 
M 
568 
184,8 
306 
169.8 
245 
155.2 
252 
147.4 
394 
128.6 
44, Farming deprives one's children of an 
adequate education. 
N 1027 
170.1 
264 
152.5 
184 
139.7 
166 
144.6 
121 
144.8 
45. The independence of farm life appeals to me. N 
M 
618 
178.6 
426 
162.1 
286 
150.6 
208 
143.0 
233 
132.0 
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no test advantage to the inclusion of an item to which people do 
not respond differently. An analysis was made of each of the 45 
items, indice.ting the number respondiug strongly favorable, favor­
able, undecided, unfe.vo-able, and strongly unfavorable. 
lith 1,772 lovsa hi;ni school boys, one of the five cate­
gories, Sii, A, U, D, Sb, for the 45 items had fewer than 71 nor 
more than 1,050 responses. This wide differentiation of responses 
suggested, little need for revision. 
Mean scores for each item v<er© calculated for each of five 
groups of pupils, depending upon the attitude toward farming— 
strongly favorsble, favorable, undecided, uafavorable, and strongly 
unfavorable. Each item showed a wide differentiating power as 
indicated by the differences from group to group, which in general 
was quite uniform, from strongly favorable throutjh to strongly 
unfavorable. Both the nuiaber of cases and the mean values for each 
of the five responses to the 45 items are shown in Table 7. 
As further evidence that the test would be useful «ith other 
groups, the attitude scale was administered to five Maryland high 
schools for Negroes, a group of 102 Virginia N.F.A. delegj-tes, 
56 students of agriculture at the Virginia State College, 28 
staaents from the Frlncess Anne College, and 206 freshinan students 
in the Division of Agriculture at the Iowa State College. The 
mean scores and the standard deviation of scores for each of these 
groups are sho¥;n in Table 8. It C8.n be seen that no one cjf these 
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groups was so variable as the lowa high school boys. This finding 
w&s not unexpected, since ih gener&l, other groups were vocational 
agriculture pupils and presumably would be wore hcnogeneous in 
attitudes toward faiiriin:;: than an unselacted saiaple of high school 
pupils. 
Table 8 
Attitude Scores of Various Groups on Entire Sea le 
Groups N Mean 
Percentile 
of Mean 
St&ndard 
Deviation 
lovia High School Pupils 2,198 156.6 50 33.3 
ivkryland Negro nigh School 380 140.0 33 21.1 
Virginia H. F. A. 102 153.6 47 22.1 
Virginia State College 56 171.6 66 15*6 
Princess Anne College 28 154.6 48 21.6 
Iowa-State College Freshman 
Agriculture Students 206 180.8 75 29.3 
Total 2,970 
The least favorable group was the 380 Uegro students from 
Maryland high schools. This relative unfavorable attitude was quite 
unexpected since the proportion of students taking vocational agri­
culture VJ8S unusually high. Strangely enough, the N. P. A. delegates 
were slight],y below Iowa rural boys, in general, in their attitude 
tosc.r-d farming. The most favorable groups were the '/irginia State 
College agriculture students, whose mean score fell at the sixty-
sixth percentile, and the Iowa State College freshmen, x-shose mean 
score fell at the seventy-fifth percentile. 
Table 9 
Analysis of Variance of Attitude Toward Fanning 
in Five Maryl.and High Schools for Megroes 
Source of liegrees of Sum of Mean 
Variation Freedom Su^ uares Soj_uares 
Among schools 4 6,672.9 1,668.22 
Within Schools 375 162,143.1 432.38 
Total 379 168,816.0 
F = 1.668.22 = 3.86** 
432.38 
As one test of validity of t}i< scale, it vms assumed that a 
group such as the iskryland Negroes should shoa variation from 
school to school even though in many respects the group might be 
termed homogeneous. If schools such 8.s these fail to show differ­
ences among schools, it nay be due to lack in differences in atti­
tude toward farming, or it may be due to the lack of sensitivity 
in the scale used. In order to check this sensitivity, an analysis 
of variance was made of the five Maryland high schools for Negroes. 
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The ratio of the variance among schools to that within schools 
•w&s significant at the one per cent level, as inc-icated in Table 9* 
Since pupils in one of the five schools appeared to be quite 
different from pupils in the others, analysis of variance was made 
in Table 10 with the remainirig four schools. Here again significance 
at tlie one per cent level was found among schools. 
Table 10 
Analysis of Variance of Total Scores 
of Vocational Agriculture Pupils in Four 
ii'aryland High Schools for Negroes 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Variation freedom Squares Squares 
Among schools 
. 3 5,6l6.6G 1,872.20 
Within schools 195 72,841.30 373.55 
Total 198 78,437.90 
 ^= 1.372.20 = 5.01^ * 
373.55 
It is possible that the Maryland schools differed not only in 
mean value from school to school, but also in variance from one 
school to another. In order to test the hypothesis of homogeneity 
of variance, the Bartlett test vma used. The information necessary 
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Table 11 
Test of Plorfiogeneity of ¥a,riance Among Pupils in Attitude 
Tovv'ard Farming in I'our Maryland High Schools for Negroes 
Schools 2 
Degrees 
of Kecip-
Freedom rocal 
(k-l) l/(k-l) 
Variance 
Log 
Var­
iance 
(k-l) 
Log 
Variance 
Salisbury 14,930.43 43 0.02326 347.2193 2.54062 109.2467 
Easton 20,392.97 45 0.02222 453.1771 2.65627 119.5322 
Pomonkey 22,328.63 68 0.01471 328.3622 2.51635 171.1118 
Robert Moton 15,189.10 39 0.02564 389.4641 2.59047 101.0204 
Total 72,841.13 195 0.08583 500.9191 
\r = 2 x2 : 72.841.13 = 373.5443 
0 2 (k-l) 195 
Log V = 2.57234 
0 
(log V ) 2 (k-l) = (2.57234) (195) = 501.6063 
0 
Chi-i square =2. 3026 [(log V^ ) 2 (k-i) - 2 (k-l) (log V)] 
« 2.3026 [501.6063 - 500.9191] 
= (2.3026) (.6572) 
= (1.5823) 
df = m-1 = 3 
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for this test is given in Table 11. As indicated from this test, 
the variances do not differ significantly from eaeh other, and if 
there is homogeneity of variances, differences as great or greater 
than those noticed in the four schools would occur about one-half 
of the time from the fluctuations of randoia sampling. 
Table 12 
Attitude lithin Departments in the Division 
of Agriculture at the Iowa State College 
Department Mean Percentile Standard 
Deviation 
General Agriculture' 192.4 85 18.3 
Agronomy 176.3 70 32.6 
Animal Husbandry 194.5 87 14.8 
Dairy Industry 158.2 51 28.8 
Vocational Education " 191.1 84 16.0 
Forestry 143.0 36 31.6 
Others 183.0 77 24.5 
 ^Curriculum; but for purposes of this study considered a 
department. 
The 206 freshman students in the Division of Agriculture at 
the lov-a State College were enrolled in various departments of 
the Division. There was a sufficient number of students in each of 
six departments within the Division to warrant a suariiarization of 
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attitudes by departioents. The attitudes toviard farming for these 
various departments are shown in Table 12, the mean attitude vary­
ing from the thirty-sixth percentile for the Forestry Department 
to the eighty-seventh for the Animal Husbandry Department. The 
wide variation from department to department vsas not unexpected. 
In fact, the scale which would not differentiate between farming 
Table I5 
A,nalysis of Variance of Attitude Toward Farming 
and Ifejor Department of loiia State College 
Freshmen in Division of Agriculture 
Source of variation Degrees of 
Freedom 
Sum. of 
Squares 
Mean 
Squares 
Explained by department 6 74,486 12,414.33 
Unexplained 199 102,574 515.45 
Total 205 177,060 
F = 12.414.1^ = 24.08** 
515.45 
interests of students majoring in forestry and those majoring in 
animal husbandry viouJ^ d be opexi to serious question. That there 
actually existed a wide variation in attitude from department to 
departiiient was found by an analysis of vs.riance aisiong the different 
departments. This analysis is sbo^ in in Table 13. The value of F 
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was found to be 24.08, many times larger than that required for 
significance at the one per cent level. 
Another test characteristic investigated was the coefficients 
of reliability within the several groups, the results of vvhich 
Table 14 
Reliability Coefficients of the Final Scale 
Group 
Odd-even 
r 
Reliability 
Coefficient 
loTfia Rural High School Pupils .859 .924 
Maryland Negro High School Pupils .790 .883 
Virginia M.F.A. Delegates .833 .909 
loTia State ColJege Freshman 
Agriculture Students .890 .942 
Princess Anne College Students .862 .937 
Virginia State College 
Agriculture Students .819 •
 
0
 
0
 
are shown in Table 14. The lowest reliability noted was among the 
Maryland Negro high school pupils, where the coefficient of relia­
bility was .883 after the application of the Spearrna.n-xirovm 
formula. The highest coefficient of reliability was found with 
the Iowa State College freshman students. An inspection of these 
reliabilities wouJ,d indicate that for most groups the coefficient 
of reliability will be not less tban .90. Also it is concei'/able 
that coefficients of reliability somevsliat lower might be obtained 
if administered to a group which had been restricted, consciously 
or unconsclousjy, in range ox attitiide. 
The final, scalc seems for most purposes to ue a liighly sensi­
tive instrument with a high degree of validity and satisiactory 
reliability regardless of the group to v.'hich it may be admirastered. 
Since the scale has been developed usinj^  itenis worded in terminology 
that ;"ifth or sixth grade pupll.s may reao.ily understand, trie scale 
should be suitable for administration to a vvide vtirlety of groups. 
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GnaPTER V 
AGE AND ATTITUDE 
In view of the wide differences in attitude found among 
groups, it was considered a possibility tru t part of such differ­
ences might be functions of some other factors which could, be 
identified. One such factor is age. Thei"e i£ a possibility th&t 
attitude toward farming varies with age, and that differences in attitude 
previously found between two groups might be accounted for by 
the differences in the ages of the groups. 
From an inveatigati'-^n made by Quist, Frutchey, and f/ert'' 
s suggestion has arisen that there is a relationship between age 
and attitude, and that the relationship is probably non-linear 
in character, with the least favorable attitude occurring in the 
middle teens * In their investigation, data vfere collected from all 
boys living on farms between the ages of 10 and 20, inclusive, in 
the region sampled in their investigation. Among the items in­
cluded in their schedule form neve 24 items dealing with the 
desirability of farming . These items were scored in a iTianner 
''•John S. '^uist, Fred P. Frutchey, and James !£. lert. Iowa 
Farm Families and Farm Youth Reached by the 4-11 Club Program. 
Unpulilished manuscript. Ames, Iowa. Extension Service, Iowa 
State College. 1941. 
^ Copy shown in Appendix. 
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similar to the scoring in this investigation. In all, age and 
attitude were known for 3^ 4 boys and are shown in Table 15. «hen 
1 
chi-square was computed froHs the data in Table 1>, it mas found to 
Table 15 
Age and Attitude: of Farm Boys Toward Farming 
Age Attitude 
0 1 2 3 4  5 6 7 
10 1 1 4 
11 1 1 5 
12 4 3 
13 1 2 2 
14 6 6 3 
15 5 6 1 
16 6 3 J 
17 3 0 4 
18 2 5 8 
19 0 2 5 
20 0 1 X. 1 
3 
12 
9 
13 
11 
6 
10 
3 
4 
9' 
8 
4 
5 
7 
8 
7 
10 
t: J 
6 
7 
4 
6 
4 
5 
4 
2 
4 
4 
J 
2 3 
3 3 
1 3 
2 4 
1 1 
5 2 
4 3 
2 1 
2 ' 2 
2 2 
1 1 
be 18.66 with 18 degrees of freedom, a value which was not signifi­
cant. In fact, a chi-Gquare that size or larger vvoiild be expected 
froiT; sampling fl'i.ctuations about fifty per cent of the time, even 
though no relationship were present between age and attitude. 
''Before computing chi-square, the data vjere combined into three 
columns and ten rovis, in order to avoid frequencies of less than 
five in any cell of. the tsible. 
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The use of cbi-square just made is open to serious question. 
By the very matheimatics of corupitation, the column headings and 
the stusi''' items may be arranged in any random order and the value of 
chi-sqiiare is not affected thereby. Since both the headings and 
the stub items represent varlabj.es, it is possible to get a more 
exact test of significance than that represented by chi-square. 
In order to check the possibility that there is a non-line&r rela­
tionship between a':e anti. attitude, the data in Table 15 were fitted 
into the quadratic 
I = al^ + bX + c 
In this equation values of a, b, and c are desired so that the sum 
of the squares of the errors of prediction will be a minimum. 
Tijese values may be obtained by diffe.r-entiating the expression 
£ - bX - c]^ = a iriiniiiium 
viith respect to a, b, and c and setting the first der.ivative in 
each case equal to aero. Si-:npj.ifyii%', the three normal equations 
become 
2 X^ I = allK^  + blS.^  + 
2 XI = alX^ + + cll 
Y = + bZX + Nc 
Before substituting the values needed In Ihems equations, 10 was 
subtracted for each of the ages and the following needed values 
were obtained 
N = 34-4 
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= 1,182 
'>XI = 5,374 
X - Y  = 34,394 
= 5,258 
2iX = 1,592 
\'¥2 _ 10,231 
2A3 = 74,624 
'2X^ = 584,995 
Substituting 
34,934 = 584,995a + 74,624b + 10,231c 
5,374 = 74,624a + 10,231b + 1,592c 
1,182 = 10,231a + 1,592b + 344 c 
Solving these sliiiulti/aeoiis equations for a, b, s.nd c 
a = .0333 
b = -.35 
c = 4.0? 
This equation for prediction of attitude toward f;„rTnLng and 
age in this group was then 
1 = .0333X^  - .35K + 4.07 
Mjusting this equation so that X will represent actual age rather 
txsaa age minua 10 
I = .0333.X^  - 1.016X + 10.90 
If this expression is differentiated and the first derivative 
set equal to aero, the age is obtained at which the attitude score 
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is a minititun, which represents the age at which the attitude toward 
farming was most unfavorable. 
Solving for X when the first derivative is set equal to zero, 
.0666x - I.UI6 = 0 
X = 15.26 years 
Since it is probable that the reported ages were those to the 
last birthday, the actual age was approximately six months older 
than reported ages. Thus, in the -uist, Frutchey, and VIert Btiidy, 
the most unfavorabl€;-to-farming sge, betvieen the limits of 10 years 
and 20 years, inclusive, was 15 years and 9 months of age. 
The data "were fitted to a straight line by substii.uting in 
the normal equations for linear regression 
SKY = + bEX 
12 = a2K + Nb 
The fo3.1ov/ing simiiltaneous equations were solved for a and b 
5,374 = 10,231a + 1,592b 
1,182 = 1,592a + 344b 
Solving 
a = -.0336 
b = 3.59 
and the linear equation is 
I = 3.59 - .O336X 
In order to test the significance of the quadratic, as well as 
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Table 16 
Analysis of Variance of Age and Attitude Tovi/ard Farming 
in Quist, Frutchey, and Wert Data 
Source of Variation 
Degrees of Sura of 
Freedom Squares 
Mean 
Squares 
Explained by linear equation 1 1.4076 1.4076 
Increment to quaeretic 1 30.3286 30.3286 
Total explained by quadratic 2 31.7362 15.8681 
Unexplained by linear equation 342 • 1,195.1824 3.4947 
Unexplained by quadratic 341 1,164.8538 3.4160 
Total 343 1,196.5900 
Linear equation F = 1.4076 
3.4947 
= .403 
Quadratic F = li).868l = 
3.4160 
4.645* 
Quadratic advantage over 
straight line F = 0^.3286 = 8.878** 
3.4160 
r = -.034 
rho = .163 
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t?ie linear equation, Table l6 %-as prepared for the aaalysis of 
variance from the values computed for solving the normal equations. 
The suras of squares were obtained as follows 
Total 
SS = 21^  - iU)'^ 
N 
= 5,258 - (1,182)^ 
344 
= 1,196.59 
Linear equation 
SS = 3-592.1 - .03362a - (LT)^  
N 
= (3.59) (1,182) - (.0336) (5,374) - (1.182)^  
344 
= 1.4076 
Quadratic equation 
SB = .0333^ 1^ - .35:^ 1 + 4.07ZI - (Zi)^  
N 
= (.0333) (34,934) - (.35) (5,374) + 
(4.07) (1,182) - (1.182)^  
344 
= 31.7362 
The linear equation was not significant. Havever, the quad-
/ 
ratio yielded an F of 4.645 which was significant at the five per 
cent level and .just short of significance at the one per cent level. 
Furthermore, the quadratic equation furnished a significantly better 
prediction of farming attitude than did the linear equation. 
when the quadratic equation was utilized for the prediction of 
farming attitude for each age from 10 years to 20 years, it was 
noted that attitude toward farming became less favorable each year 
until approximately l6 yeers and then becsrae increasingly favora.ble 
to the limit of the available age data, 20 years of age. Two 
hypotheses were sug ested to account for this relationship. 
Either attitude is a function of age or, in the upper ages, farm 
boys less favorable to farming have mlgrat.ed from the farm leaving 
only a biased group available in the ^iuist, Frutchey, and Aert 
sample. 
In contrast to th,e foregoing investigation, this study has 
utilized only samples of high school pupils for testing the hypo­
thesis that attitude toward farming is a function of age. As a 
result, the available age range has been restricted to 13 to 19 
years of age. On the other hand, migration bias has disappeared 
or has been minimized. 
The age-attitude relationship has been tested in five groups 
as follow: first, louva higli school farm boys not enrolled in 
vocational agriculture} second, lo'vsa high school boys enrolled in 
vocational agriculture} third, town boys attending high schools 
serving rural lov.'a; fourth, Virginia N. F. A. delegates} and fifth, 
boys attending; liilaryland high schools for Negroes. 
In the first group, the Io¥ia high school farm boys not enrolled 
in vccational agriculture, -sere 378 boys for 'shorn inforniation 
was available. In order to derive the quadratic and linear equations, 
the folloisir^ values were obtained: 
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B = 378 
21 = 64,868 
'2X1 = 1,008,315 
IK^ i = 15,823,871 
11^  = 11,435,454 
IX = 5,873 
= 92,083 
2K3 = 1,456,961 
= 23,261,779 
When these valuer were used, the normal equations for the linear 
equation became 
1,008,315 = 92,063a + 5,873b 
64,868 = 5,873a + 3?8b 
Solving 
a = .55 
b = 163.07 
and the linear equation v»as 
I = .5.5X + 163.07 
The normal equations for the quadratic becarae 
15,823,871 = 23,261,779a + l,456,96ro + 92,083c 
1,008,315 - 1,456,961a + 92,083b + 5,8?3c 
64 868 = 92,083a + 5,873b + 373c 
, 
Solving 
a = 2.66133 
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Table 17 
knalysis of Age-Attitude Regreseion with Iowa High School 
Farm Boys Not Earollea in Vocational Agriculture 
Source of Vsriation 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
Sum of 
Squfires 
Mean 
Squares 
Explained by linear equation 1 701 701.00 
Increment due to quadratic 1 18,307 18,307.00 
Total explained by quadratic 2 19,008 9,504.00 
Unexplained by linear equation 376 302,855 805-47 
Unexplained by quadratic 375 284,548 758.79 
Total 377 303,556 
Linear equation F 701 
805.47 
•
 
CO 
•
 
i 
« 
^^ uadratic F = 9.504 
758.79 
12.53** 
i^ uadratic advantage F = 18. ^07 = 24-. 13"^  
758.79 
r = .048 
rho = .250 
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b = - 83.26 
c = 816.9 
The resulting eq'oation was 
I = 2.66133X2 - 83.26X + 816.9 
vihen the foregoing expression is differentiated with respect 
to X and the first derivative set equal to zero, X = 15.64 years. 
Thus, -with this group, the age at ii'vhich the attitude toward fermirig 
•was the most unfavorable was 15»64 years, a vaiue in close agree­
ment with that noted in the ,^ uist, Frutchey, and Vvert study. 
Table 17 was prepared for the analysis of variance both for linear 
and quadratic regression. The needed sums of squares were found 
to be 
Total 
SS = 2,1^  - (^ Y)^  
M 
= 11,435,454 - (64.868)^  
378 
= 303,556 
Linear equation 
SS - .55 3CI + 163.07 1:1 + 816.921 - (LY)^  
N 
= (•55) {1,008,315) + (163.07) (64,868) - (64,868)^  
378 
= 701 
Quadra.tic equation 
SS = 2.66I332C^ Y - 83.26IX1 -
s 
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= (2.66133) {15,B23,871) - (83.26) (1,008,315) + 
(816.9) (64,868) - (64.868)^  
378 
= 19,008 
The linear regression, it ean be seen from Table 17, was not 
significant, wtereas the quadratic vsas significant far beyond the 
one per cent level and the quadratic was a significantly better fit 
to tb,e dsta than was the linear equation. 
The second group used for testing the hypoi'.hesis that atti­
tude is a function of age was the group of pupils who were enrolled 
in vocational agriculture in 23 Iowa high schools. Iriforme.tion was 
available for 298 boys. The values needed for solving the normal 
equations for the linear and quadratic regressions were found to be 
K = 298 
21 = 53,854 
IXI = 823,681 
ZK^ Y = 12,697,409 
== 9,994,516 
IX = 4,560 
2 X ^  =  70,324 
1x3 = 1,093,020 
= 17,120,380 
Substitiiting the foregoing values, the normal equations for the 
quadratic became 
12,697,409 = 17,120,380a + l,093»020b + 70,324c 
823,681 = 1,093,020a + 70,324b + 4,560 c 
53,854 = 70,324a + 4,560b + 298c 
Solving 
a = .62365 
b = -20.018 
c - 339*86 
The desired quadratic was 
I = .62365^^ - 2O.OI8X + 339.86 
When this expression was differentiated with respect to X and the 
first derivative set equal to zero, X = 16.05 years, the age at fihich 
attitude was the most favorable toward farming. 
The linear equation vias also derived by appropriate sub&bi-
tution in the normal equations, yielding 
823,681 = 70,324a + 4,560b 
53,854 = 4,560a + 298b 
Solving 
a = - .72 
b = 191.74 
The desired linear eqUb.tion became 
X  ^. F 2 A 191.74 
For determining the significance of the regressions, the following 
sujiis 01 squares were found 
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Total 
SS = 9,994,516 - (5^.854)^ 
298 
= 262,122 
Linear equation 
SS = ~.72ZXI + 191.7421 - (£Y)^  
N 
= (-.72) (823,681) + (191.74) (53,854) - (5-1.854)^  
298 
= 522.64 
Quadratic eqiiation 
SS = .62365^^1 - 20.0182X1 + 339.8621 - {2K)^ 
N 
= (.62365) (12,697,409) - (20.018) (823,681) + 
(339.86) (53,B54) - (53,354)^  
298 
= 720.3 
An inspection of Table I8 reveals that neither the lineru" nor 
the quadratic eqiiation was significant, sugu'esting that boys en­
rolled in vocational agriculture may not change in attitude appre­
ciably during the ages included in this investigation, i.e., 
between 13 years and 19 years. Although the quadratic equation 
was not significant, it may be well to point out that the quad­
ratic releti'jnship existed in the sample with the least favorable 
attitude at the average reported age of.approximately 16 years. 
In the Iowa high schools serving rural youth included in this 
investig?tion'were boys who did not live on farms. In all, 423 
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Table 18 
Analysis of Variance of Age-Attitude Regression 
With lovva High School Boys Enrolled 
in Vocational Agriculture 
Source of Vsxiation 
Degrees of Sum of 
Freedom Squares 
Mean 
Squares 
Explained by linear equation 1 522.64 522.64 
increment due to quadratic 1 197.66 197.66 
Total explained by quadratic 2 720.30 360.15 
Unexplsiried by linear equation 296 261, 599.36 883.78 
Unexplained by quadratic 295 261, 401.70 886.11 
Total 297 262,122.00 
No F value significant, 
r = -.044 
rbo = .052 
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boys living in towns sere available with age and attitude informa­
tion. The age-attitude hypothesis was tested also in this group. 
The val.ues needed for solying the normal eo^ u^etions were found to be 
N = 423 
II ^  59,061 
1X1 = 927,734 
= 14,722,636 
= 8,564,239 
zx = 6,644 
IX= 105,388 
= 1,688,480 
= 27,326,740 
Substituting these values in the normal equation for linear 
regression 
927,734 = 105,388a + 6,644b 
59,061 = 6,644a + 423b 
Solving 
a = .0692 
b = 138.57 
The resulting equation was 
Y = .O692X + 138.57 
The normal equs.tions for the quadrat,ic vv'ere 
14,722,636 = 27,326,740a + 1,688,480b + 105,388c 
927,734 = 1,688,480a + 105,338h + 6,644c 
59,06l = 105,388a + 6,644b + 423c 
Solving 
a = 1.5226 
b = - 48.88 
c = 528.03 
The quadratic equation was then found to be 
Y = 1.52261^  - 48.88X + 528.03 
By setting the first derivative of the foregoing expression equal 
to zero and solving, X - I6.O5, the most unfavorable-to-farming 
age with town boys. 
Analysis of variance with the toT.'in boys is sl'own in Table 
19. The sums of squares needed for this table have been computed 
as follow 
Total 
SS - 8,564,239 - (59.061)^  
423 
= 317,899 
Linear equation 
SS = .0692ZKY + 138.5711 - (^ I)^  
= {.0692) (927,734) + (138.57) (59,061) - (59.061)^  
423 ~ 
= 1,942 
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Table 19 
Analysis of Age-Attitude Eegresslon Iowa 
Hi^ h School Town Boys 
Degrees of Sum of 
iiource of Variation Freedom Squs,res 
Mean 
Squares 
Explained by linear regression 1 1,942.00 1, 942.00 
Increment due to quadratic 1 6,745.48 6, 745.48 
Total, explained bj^  quadratic 2 8,687.48 4, 343.74 
Unexplained by linear equation 421 315,957.00 750.49 
Unexplained by o^ uadratic equation 420 309,211.52 736.22 
Total 422 317,899.00 
Linear equs-tion F = 1«942 = 2.588 
750.49 
(Quadratic F = 4. Vn. 74 = 5»90** 
7 3 6 . 2 2  
quadratic over linear F = 6.745.48 = 9.l6*>^  
736.22 
r = .078 
rho = .166 
Quadratic etiu^ tion 
SS = 1.5226D[^ Y - 48.882X1 + 528.0322: - lH)^  
N 
= (1.5226) (14,722,636) - (48.88) (927,734) + 
(528.03) (59,061) - (?9.Q6l)^  
423 
= 8,687.48 
An inspection of Table 19 reveals th&t with town boys the 
linear regression was not significant. Within the sample the 
attitude became very slightly more favorable toward the upper 
ages. The quadratic equation was significant at the one per cent 
level and was significs.ntly a better fit to the data than was the 
linear equation. 
The hypothesis of an age-attitude relationship was tested in 
a group of delegates to the ¥irginia H. F. A. convention held in 
1942. Age and attitude tovmrd farming were available from 100 of 
these delegates. The values needed for solution of the normal 
equations vieve found to be 
H = 100 
2Y = 15,341 
SlY = 248,456 
= 4,058,094 
21^  = 2,404,085 
2X = 1,615 
= 26,291 
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= 431,329 
= 7,129,943 
H'hen the values were substituted, the normal equations for the 
quadratic became 
4,058,094 = 7,129,943a + 431,329b + 26,291c 
248,456 = 431,329a + 26,291b + l,6l5c 
15,341 = 26,291a + l,6l5b + 100c 
Solving 
a = 2.6796 
b = -83.033 
0 = 789.5 
The desired equation then >vas 
Y » 2.6796x2 - 83.O33X + 789.9 
When the foregoing equation was differentiated with respect to 
X and the first derivative set equal to zero, X = 15»49 years, 
the age at which attitude toward faradng was the least favorable 
among these F. A. delegates. The normal equations, for linear 
regression, upon aubstitution became 
248,456 = 26,291a + l,6l5b 
15,3^ 1 = l,6l5a + 100b 
Solving 
a = 3.348 
b = 99.34 
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The equation desired was 
Y = 3.348X + 99.34 
The tests of significance for the age-attituae relationship 
with this N. F. A. group ai-e shovm in Table 20. The sums of 
squares needed, for this table were as iollo*i 
Total 
SS = - iU)^  
N 
= 2,404,085 - (l?.34l)^  
100 
= 50,622.19 
Linear equation 
SS = 3.3481iLl + 99.3411' - (ZY)^  
N 
= (3.348) (248,456) + (99.34) (15,341) - (l'?.-i,4l)3 
100 
= 2,342.82 
quadratic equation 
SS = 2.6?962{^ Y - 83.O332KY + 789.92iY - (zJ)^  
N 
= (2.6796) (4,058,094) - (83.033) (248,456) + 
(7S9.9) (15,341) - (15.341)^  
100 ' 
= 8,414.72 
The analysis of variance found the linear regression signifi­
cant at the five per cent level and the quadratic significantly 
better than the linear equation for prediction of attitude tovsard 
farming. 
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Table 20 
Analysis of Age-ilttitude Regression 
with N. F. k. Group 
Source of Variation 
jJegrees of 
Freedom 
Sum of 
Squares 
Mean 
Squares 
Explained by linear equation 1 2,342.82 2,342.82 
Increment due to quadi-atic 1 6,071.90 6,071.90 
Total explained by quadratic 2 8,414.72 4,207.36 
Unexplained by linear equation 98 48,279.37 492.65 
Unexplained by quadratic 97 42,207.47 435.13 
Total 99 50,622.19 
Linear F = 2. ^42.82 = 4.76* 
492.65 
Quadratic F = 4.207. ^6 = 
435.13 
Advantage of Quadrtitic over 
linear equation F = 6.071.90 = 13.95** 
435.13 
r = .215 
rho = .408 
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The fifth group for testing the hypothesis that attitude 
toward farming is a fuQction of age consisted of the pupils from 
five hsryland high schools for Negroes. In this group, the pro­
portion enrolled in vocational agricultuxe was unusually high. In 
all, information concerning attitude and age was available for 
374 boys. 
The values needed for solving the normal equations for the 
linear and the quadratic regressions »vere computed and found to be 
N = 374 
U = 53,023 
sa = 300,940 
1x^1=12,232,470 
122 ^  7,792,635 
22 = 5>649 
= 86,245 
= 1,330,863 
20,753,761 
Substitutir^ j these values, the normal equations for the quadratic 
became 
12,232,470 = 20,753,761a + 1,330,863b + 86,245c 
800,940 = l,3jO,663a + 66,245ti + 5,649c 
53,023 = 86,245a + 5,649b + 374c 
Solution of these equations yielded 
a = 1.392374 
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b = -42.55626 
c = 463.4706 
and the desired equation vms 
I = 1.392374x2 - 42.55626 + 463.4706 
When this equation lA/as differentiated i/vlth respect to X 
and the first derivative set equal to zero, a = 15.28 years, the 
age at which these .n/Iaiyland Negro boys had the most unfavorable 
attitude toward farming. 
The linear regression equation was obtained by substitution 
in the normal equations, yielding 
800,940 = 86,245a + 5,649b 
53,023 = 5,649a + 374b 
Solving for' a and b 
a = .071518 
b = 140.70 
and the desired equation ®as 
Y = .O7152X + 140.69 
The tests of significance of the linear and quadratic equa­
tions with the iikryland Negro boys are shovv'n in Table 21. The 
sums of squares needed were found to be 
Total 
SS = 
E 
= 1 ,102 ,65$  -  (53 ,023)^  
374 
= 185,419.68 
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Table 21 
Analysia of Age-Attitude Regression with 
li'laryland Higri School Negro Boys 
Source of Variation 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
Sum of 
Squares 
i.fean 
Squares 
Explained by linear equation 1 403.00 403.00 
Increment due to quadratic 1 14,147.00 14,147.00 
Total explained by quadratic 2 1.4,550.00 7,275.00 
Unexplained by linear equation 372 I85»0l6.b8 497.36 
Unexplained by quadratic 371 170,869.68 460.57 
Total 373 185,419.68 
Linear equation F = 403 
497.36 
C
O
 
quadratic F = 7.275' 
460.57 
= 15.80**-
Advantage of quadratic over linee i;r F = 14.147 
460.57 
= 30.06-*-* 
X' — 
.-'inn 
Tab?Le 22 
Summary of Age-Attitude Relationship 
Group 
Coefficient Index 
of of 
Gon-elation Gorrela tion 
Quist, Frutchey, n'ert 
Iowa high school farm 
boys 378 
Iowa high sc-^ ool voca-, 
tiona.1 agricu]-ture 
pupilfs 298 
lo^ a high school to^ n 
boys 423 
Virginia N.F.A» 
Q6l6gHt6»:; 100 
Maryland high schools 
for Negroes ' 37^  
-.034 
.048 
-.044 
, .078 
. 215* 
.046 
.163* 
.250** 
.052 
.166-** 
. 408-S<-J= 
Ivledian .047 .208 
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Linear equation 
SS == .0715181X1 + 140.7011 -
N 
= (.071518) (800,940) + (140.?0) (53,023) - (53.023)^  
374 
= 403 
'quadratic equation 
SS = 1.3923741x21 - 42.55626 + 463.4706 - (2X)^  
N 
= (1.392374) (12,232,470) - (42.55626) (800,940) + 
(463.4706) (53,023) - (53.023)^  
374 
= 14,550 
The linear equation was not significant at the one per cent level, 
and the quedrstic was significantly a better fit to the data than 
was the linear i-egression. 
The five groups in this investigation, together with the group 
sampled in the Hiuist, Frutchey, and Vfert study, utilized for testing 
the hypothesis that attitude toward farming is a function of age, 
are sumniari2i.ed in Table 22. The median of the coefficients of 
correlation v/as practically zero, indicating that any relationship 
between age and attitude which m&y have existed was non-linear in 
character. The indexes of correlation indicating the degree to 
which the d&te fitted a quadratic were in most cases significant. 
Statistical significance usu.a]ly found in the groups does not 
necessarily guarantee important age differentiiais in attitude tosvard 
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Table 23 
Age and. Attitude Toward Farming Expressed in Sigma 
Units Above Least Favorable kge  
Least 
Group Favorable Sigrsia score attitude at age 
A^ 0 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
Quist, Frutchey, 
and Yiert 15.26 .09 .03 .01 .01 .05 .15 
CM 
•
 
Iowa high school non' 
voca,tional agricul--
ture farm boys 15.64 .62 ,24 .04 .01 .16 .49 1.00 
Io«?g high school vo­
cational agricul­
ture boys 16.05 .20 .12 .02 .00 .02 
C
O
 0
 •
 
.18 
Iowa high school 
town boys 16.05 .52 . 2 3  .06 .00 .05 .21 .48 
Virginia N.F.i. 1 5 . 4 9  .74 .26 .03 .03 .27 .74 1.46 
Maryland high school 
for Ifef^ roes 15.28 
. 3 3  .22 .01 .03 •
 
0
0
 
.46 .86 
Median 15.57 .43 .24 .03 .02 .11 .34 .77 
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farming. In Table 23 the attitude toward farming is expressed in 
sigma units above the mobt uafavorable attitude within a group. 
It can be seen that the most unfavorable age varied from 15.26 
yetrs of age in the u^ist, Frutchey, and Wert sample to 16.05 
years in two of the lovva groups sampled in this study. Since the 
median least favorable age was 15«5? years, and since the reported 
ages on the average are presumably six months below the average 
age of the group, the most unfavorable attitude toward farming 
occurred typically at the age of l6 years and 1 month. In general, 
it seems safe to infer that attitude tovsurd farming becomes less 
favorable from 13 years of age to l6 years and 1 month, after 
which it becomes more favorable until 20 years of age. Ages beyond 
the range of 13 years to 19 years were not subject to study in 
this investigation. 
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CHaPTER VI 
ASPECTS OF FARAIJUQ ATTITUDE 
Inspection of the scale reveals tiiat some of the statements 
refer to farming as a vocations whereas others refei/ to farming 
as a way of life. This sug;,ested the hypothesis tliat attitude 
toward farming as a vocation and attitude tovcard farming as a uvay 
of life are two different aspects of attitude toward farming in 
general. In oixj.er to test this hypothesis, it is necessary to 
utilize the results of tiie administration of a scale measuring 
attitude tov.'ard farming as a vocation and. a scale measuring atti­
tude toward fai-roing as a way of life. This necessitated evalua­
tion of the suitability of items referring to farming as a voca­
tion and of items referrin,:: to farming as a v^ ay of life as sepa­
rate attitude scales. The criteria of suitability postulated were 
tha,t each of the tvvo scales should be reliable, sensitive, aad 
capable of aifferentiatlng between iriai vidua Is and groups. Scores 
on the vocational and the life ite^ ns were available for approxi­
mately 2,000 Iowa high school boys. Percentile norss were devel­
oped from the cumulative frequency distributions of tiiese score:s. 
The importance of oeveloping norms on the ti/o groups of items 
should be obvious. It it. not possible to state a f'lven numerical 
score on either of the groups of items which may be considerea as 
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desirable performances. However, percentile norras furnish a 
practical basis for determining the relative attitude of any indi­
vidual or group. The percentile norms for the vocational items 
are shown in Table 24 and the pei'centile norms for the life items 
are shown in Table 25» 
Inspection of tables 24 and 25 indicates that the ranges of 
scores on both the vocational and the life iteitts were wide, and 
that the cumulative frequency distributions were fairly ixniforra 
throughout. That the vocational end life items differentiate between 
individuals is, therei'ore, evidenced. 
Taken alone the power of the scales to aifxerentiite between 
individuals am the fairly uniform d istribution of scores offer 
necessary but insufficient evidence of the satisfactoriness of 
the scales. It ues, therefore, necessary to investigate how well 
the scales measure whatever they do measure. Odd-even scores on 
•the vocational and life items were available for 1,946 boys en­
rolled in Iowa high schools serving rural youth, 380 Negro boys 
enrolled in ifaryland high schools, 102 Virginia N. F. A. delegates, 
56 students enrolled in the Division of iigriculture &t the Virginia 
State College, 26 of the Princess iinue College students, end 206 
freshmen enrolled in the Mvlcion of Agriculture at the Iowa State 
College. From these data, reliability coefficients for the voca­
tional end life items were computed by the split-half method. 
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Table <d4 
Mornis for Vocational Scores 
bcore Percentile Score Percentile Sccrs Jr'ercentile 
101 and over 100 77 68 54 
100 99 76 66 53 
99 99 75 63 52 
98 98 74 61 51 
97 98 73 59 50 
96 97 72 57 49 
95 96 71 55 48 
94 95 70 53 47 
93 93 69 50 46 
92 92 68 48 45 
91 91 67 47 44 
90 
89 
90 66 45 43 
88 65 42 42 
88 87 64 40 41 
87 85 63 38 40 
86 84 62 36 39 
85 82 61 34 38 
84 80 60 32 37 
83 78 59 30 36 
82 76 58 27 35 
81 75 57 25 34 
80 73 56 23 33 
79 71 55 21 32 
78 69 
20 
18 
16 
15 
13 
12 
11 
11 
9 
8 
7 
6 
6 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
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Table 25 
Norms for Life Scores 
Score Percentile Score Percentile Score Percentile 
115 and over 100 90 57 66 14 
114 99 89 56 65 13 
113 98 88 53 64 12 
112 97 87 51 63 11 
1.11 95 86 49 62 10 
110 93 85 47 61 9 
109 91 84 45 60 8 
108 90 83 43 59 8 
107 88 82 41 58 7 
106 87 81 39 57 6 
105 85 80 37 56 5 
104 84 79 36 55 5 
103 81 78 34 54 4 
102 80 77 32 53 4 
101 78 76 29 52 3 
100 76 75 28 51 3 
99 73 74 26 50 3 
98 72 73 24 49 3 
97 70 72 23 48 2 
96 69 71 21 47 2 
95 67 70 20 46 2 
94 64 69 18 45 2 
93 63 bo 17 44 2 
92 61 67 16 43 and under 1 
91 59 
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The observed correlation coefficients bet?ieen the odd and 
even itemvS viithin each group, and these values stepped up by the 
Spear!nan-Bro¥m forrsiula, are given in Table 26. The reliability 
coefficients for the vocttional items vary froin .759 to .94-5» 
Table 26 
Reliability of Vocationsl and Life 
Items riithin Various Groups 
Voca tional items Life items 
Group Odd-
even 
r 
Reliability 
coefficient 
Odd-
even 
r 
Reliability 
Coefficient 
Iowa rural high school 
pupils .701 .824 .790 .883 
iskryland Negro high 
school pupils .643 .783 .664 .798 
Virginia N.]?.A.Delegutes .707 .828 .721 .838 
lows State College freshman 
agriculture students . 896 .945 .707 •
 
00
 
CO
 
Princess Anne College 
student.s 
.737 .849 .842 .914 
Virginia State College 
agriculture students .612 .759 .774 .873 
vi/hereas the reliability coefficients for the life items vary from 
.798 to .914# Each of the observed odd-even item correlation 
coefficients upon which the reliabilities were based was signifi­
cantly different from zero at the one per cent level. The t ratios 
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of observed correlation coefficients to zero correlatinn are 
shown in Table 27« These ratios Y<ere so large that the probability 
of zero correlation in the population of which the groups are 
representative was practically negligible. 
Table 27 
Ratios of Observed Correlation Coefficients Upon Which 
Reliability Coefficients Were Based tc Zero Correlation 
t-value^  
uroup N Vocational 
items 
Life 
items 
ivkryland high schools 
o
 
CO 
x6 • 32 17.27 
Virginia N.F.A. Delegates 102 9.97 10.41 
Virginia State College students 56 5.69 9.63 
loim State College freshman students, 
Division of Agriculture 206 " 28,82 14.28 
Princess Anne College students 26 5.77 7.96 
''Each t-value significant at one per cent level 
Whenever scores are available for groups of the size of the 
sample of Iowa rural high school pupils, it is often desirable to 
test the si-:nlficance of reliability coefficients in a manner more 
rigid then determining the confidence level at v^ hich the observed 
corre.lation is significantly greater than zero. If, for the group 
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of loYJa high school boys, it Is postulated that vocational and life 
tests are needed for which the coefficients of reliability in the 
population are not less than .80, solution of the Spearman-Brovfn 
formula for the observed r indicates that the observed correlation 
between odd and even itema must not Ije less than .667* The proba­
bility raay be obtained for both the vocational and the life scales 
that the reliability reaches the postulated demand by utilizing the 
Z-fnnction» 
For the vocational test, let 
r = obtained correlation coefficient 
0 
= the specified correlation coefficient 
Z = Z corresponding to r 
0 " - 0 
= Z corresponding to 
% and Z 'may be obtained by t}ie formula 
-0 -1 -
Z = 1.1512925 log 1-i-r 
1-r 
and the values found are 0.8692604 and 0.8053291, respectively. 
Substituting in the formula for tiie norffiaj. deviate equivalent 
A = (Z - Z ) 
0 1 
1 = 2.82 
The obtained correlation at the one per cent level of confidence is, 
therefore, greater then the postulated desirable reliability for 
the vocational, tests. For the life te,>:t, Z = 1.0714-427. Substi­
tuting in the foriiiula 
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X = (z -  2 ) 
0 1 
and solving for X a normal deviate equ;lvalent of  11.73 was obtained, 
a value far exceeding the normal deviate required for significance 
at the one per cent level. It is very anjikejy, then, that in the 
population of which the loiva boys ere representative the relia­
bility of either the vocational or life items is less than .80. 
In order to utilize clerical help in computing the odd-even 
correlation coefficients for the lom high school group, the 
vocational and life items were separated into 13 random groups 
and paired values were plotted on correlation charts. The corre-
lation coefficients were averaged by use of the Z-function. Values 
atilited in obtaining the coefficient of correlation between 
scores on the odd and even yocational items are shown in Table 28. 
Sindiar v a l u e s  for t h e  l i f e  i t e u i s  a r e  g i v e n  i n  Table 2 9 »  
The infor-.v tlon concerrdr'g -irhe reliability of the vocational 
and life items provided further evidence of the satisfyctoriness 
of the scales. However, it may be thet the items measure ettitude 
tottt;ru a variable different from or unrelated to farming attitude. 
Evaluation of the scales must include inforr'Sr tion concerning whether 
or not farndng attitude is measured. Since no outside variable 
criterion was available against which to correlate the per­
formances of the various groups, it was necessary to evaluate 
the validity of the scales by comparing the scores of groups 
knov?n to be different in fg.rming attituae. This procedure not 
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Table 28 
Vocational Scale Relie.tility 
Sample M R 2 z (w-3) 
1 109 .5561 .641765 68,027090 
2 136 .6700 .810752 107.828686 
3 166 .6662 .803867 131.030321 
4 142 .7700 1 ..020325 142.103175 
5 154 ,6880 .844151 127.466801 
6 169 .7527 .979163 162.541058 
7 162 .6791 .827445 131.563755 
8 159 .7401 .950703 148.309668 
9 153 .7375 .944981 141.747150 
10 138 .6672 ,842631 113.755185 
11 152 .7355 .940606 140,150294 
12 139 . 7187 .904950 123,073200 
13 167 .6232 .730219 119.755916 
M = 1946 ^[2 (N-313 = 1657 .35331 
1(N-3) = 1907 Average Z = .869' 
Average r = .701 
0893 
Reliabili •ty coeff icient = 2r = ,824 
l+r 
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Table 29 
Life Scale Keliabllity 
Sampl e N r Z Z (N-3) 
1 109 ,7862 1.061400 1],2.508400 
2 136 .7834 1.054112 140.196896 
3 166 .7932 1.080004 176.040652 
4 142 .8230 1.166052 162.081228 
5 154 .8073 1.119229 169.003579 
6 169 .8271 1.178889 195.695574 
7 162 .7455 .962745 153.076455 
8 159 .7705 1.021565 159.364140 
9 153 .7905 1.072774 160.916100 
10 138 .7416 .954030 128.794650 
11 152 .7712 1.023280 152.468720 
12 139 .8019 1.103917 150.132712 
13 167 .8016 1.103065 180.902660 
N = 1946 2[Z(N-3)] - 2041.181], 7 
2(1-3) = 1907 Average Z = 1.0703624 
Average r = 
.790 
Keliabllity Coeffici ent = 2r = .883 
1+r 
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onl.y evaluetes validity but also offers additional evidence of 
s6insitivity. 
tfarisnce analysis is one techiiiq,ue b\' which differences in 
groups may be detected. Ta.bj e 3O contains an analysis of the 
Table 30 
Analysis of Variance of Attitude Toti^sro Farming 
as a Vocation in Five Maryland High Schools for Negroes 
Source of Degrees of Sum of isiean 
Variation Fi'eedom Squares Square 
Among schools 4 2,113.4 528.35 
Yfithin schools 375 46,820.1 124.85 
Total 379 43,933.5 
? = 528.15 = 
124.85 
4.23** 
v&riance of .scores .made oi 1 tn€- vocci'c-Xi;)ncil. teet by the iiaryland 
Negro high school pupils. The variance at iiong schools was greater 
trian that vtithin the schoolr., ¥ bein^ significant at the one per 
cent level. A siiidlar analysis of i/ariance was made with the 
life items and is tihxmn in Table 31« this analysis F was 
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significant at .the five per cent level. The I'laryland group in­
cluded one school in which & disproportionate number of boys to 
whom the scales were admlnietered were enrolled in departments 
other than vocatioB0.1 agriculture. Analysis of variance of 
Table 31 
Analysis of Variance of attitude rd Farm Life 
in i''ive I'/laryland High Schools for Negroes 
Source of 
Variation 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
Sum of 
Squares 
Mean 
Square 
Among schools 4 1,559 389.75 
Viithin schoolvS 375 48,6?0 129.79 
Total 379 50,229 
S" = ^^ 89.75 = 3.00 
129.79 
attitude toward farming as a vocation is shovvn in Table 32 for the 
four remaining iviaryland schools. Here again the variation among 
schools was greater than that within the schools, F being signifi­
cant at the one per cent level. Similarly, with these four schools, 
the analysis of variance of attitude tovi;ird farming as o. -.jsy of life 
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yielded F which was also significant at the one per cent level. 
This analysis of variance is shown in Table 33* The variance 
analyses offer evidence of the validity and sensitivity of both 
the vocational and life scales. 
Table 32 
Analysis of Variance of Attitude Toisard i'ariiiing as a 
Vocation Among Vocational Agriculture Pupils in Four iVlai-yland 
High Schools for Ifegroes 
Source of iJegrees of Su!n of Mean 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
Among schools 3 1,551.33 517.27 
Within schools 195 21,549.07 110.51 
Total 198 23,100.90 
F = ^7.27 = 4.68*-
110.51 
There are several hypotheses which might account for the sig­
nificant variation found among the schools. The diversity of con­
ditions of farm life froui one section of islaryland to another may 
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be associated with farming attitudes of boys. Some teachers of 
agriculture perhaps placed greater easphasis upon the development 
of favorable attitude tovjard farming, v'jhereas others did not 
include farming attitudes among their teachir..g objectives. Like-
Table 33 
Analysis of Variance of Attitude Toward Farming 
as a Via/ of Life iu Four iiiarylaiid 
Higb Schools for Negroes 
Source of Degrees of Sum of lean 
Variation Freedoiii Squares Square 
Among schools 3 1,478.8 492.93 
Within schools 195 21,4^ 3.6 110.20 
Total 198 22,967.4 
F = 492.91 = 4.47^ -* 
110.20 
wise the significant differences in farming attitudes from school 
to school may be associated with variations in the ability of 
teachers to stimulate favorabi.e attitudes. 
It is possible that the F's were significant because of 
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Table 34 
Test of Homogeneity of Variance &jaong Pupils 
in Attitude Toward Far mi rig as a Vocation 
in Four Maryland High Schools for Negroes 
Schools 
Degrees 
of 
Freedom 
(k-l) 
Kecip-
rocal 
l/(k-l) 
variance v'ar-
iciiice 
ik—1) 
log 
Variance 
Salisbui-y 3,944.3 43 0.02326 91.73 i.'/6251 84.38793 
Laston 5,769.2 45 0.02222 128.20 2.10789 94.85505 
Fomonkey 7,225.8 68 0.01471 106.26 2.02624 137.78432 
Robert Moton 4,557.1 39 0.02564 116.85 2.06762 80.63718 
Total 21,496.4 195 0.08583 397.66448 
 ^ = 21.496.4 = 110.2379 
° 2 (k-l) 195 
Log V^  = 2.04234 
(Log V ) 2. (k-1) = (2.04234) (l95) = 398.2563 
0 
Ghi-square'' ^  2.3026 [(log V^ ) Zl (k-l) - 2 (k-l) (log V)] 
= 2.3026 [398.2563 - 397.6645] 
= (2.3026) (0.5918) = 1.363 
df = m-1 = 3 
''since the ci*ude chl-s<5_uare ¥«as Insignificant, the correction 
factor was ignored. 
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Table 35 
Test of Homogeneity of Variance Among Fuplls 
in Attitude Toward Farming as a Way of Life 
in Four Iferyland High Schools for Negroes 
Schools la 
Degrfjes 
of Eecip-
Freedoffl rocal 
(k-l) l/(k-l) 
Variance 
Log 
'/ar— 
iance 
(k-l) 
Log 
V'ar iance 
Salisbury 4,797.9 43 0.02326 111.5791 2.04758 88.0459 
Easton 6,781.0 45 0.02222 150.6839 2.17808 98.0136 
Pomoiikey 6,183*2 68 0.01471 90.9294- 1.95371 133.1923 
Robert Moton 3,726.4 39 0.02564 95.5437 1.98023 77.2290 
Total 21,488.5 195 0.08583 396.4808 
7 = Z = 21,488.5' = 110.1974 = 110.20 
° 2 (k-l) -^ 95"^  
Log V = log 110.2 = 2.04218 
c 
(log \r ) 2 {k-D = (2.04218) (195) = 398.2251 
0 
Chi-SiiUaro'' ~ 2.3O26 [(log '\f^) L (k-l) - 11 (k-l)(log V)] 
= 2.3026 [398.2251 - 396.4808] 
— i2»302b) 11.7'^••'•-3) 
= 4,016 
Since the crude chi-s^aare was insignificant, the correction 
factor was ignored. 
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differences in means or in variances or both. In order to test the 
hypothesis of uniform variance, the Bartlett test was utilized. 
This test was applied to the variances of altitude tonfam farming 
as a vocation in four Maryland high schools for Negroes as shown 
in Table 34. Sirdlar inforraation is shown in Table 35 for te;;ting 
the variances in attitude toward fax^ming as a '-ay of life. In each 
case, the crude c'li-square was not significant and, hence, the 
correction factor waa aisregarded and is omitted from Tables 34- and 
35. The tests of homogeneity of variances, therefore, offered no 
evidence that the siij'nificance of the F's was not due to variation 
in the mean scores among the four Iferyland high schools. 
Further evidence of the validity and the difierentidting power 
of the tests may be obtained by comparing performances on the 
scales in each of the groups included in the investigation. Table 
36 gives the mean attitude scoi-es, the percentiles of the means, 
and the standard deviation of scores on the vocational test for each 
of the groups. Table 37 contains similar inforiiiotion about these 
groups on the life test. Inspection of Tables 36 and 37 reveiale 
t/ist in comparison with the Iowa high school groups the other groups 
differed widely with respect to attitude to?;ard farming as a vocation 
and vvith respect to attitude toward farming as a vi'ay of life. The 
i/vide variations of the percentiles of the mean scores on both the 
vocational and life items indicate that the scales differentiate 
among groups. 
Taken collectively the results of the s,ojiiinistrc. tion of the 
scales Indicate that on tr 16 basis of reliability, val idity, &nd 
sensitivity, both the voce itional 8 .nd life items are satisfactory 
as separate tests. It appears defensible, therefore , to utilize 
Table 36 
Attitude of Various Groups on Vocational Items 
Groups 
Percen-
jvlean tile of 
inean 
Standard 
Deviation 
lovsa high school 2,080 68.9 50 bo
 
•
 
M&ryland Negro high school 380 64,6 42 11.3 
Virginia, N. F. A. 102 71.6 57 11,2 
Virginia State College 56 79.9 73 7.3 
Princess Anne College 28 72.6 59 10.7 
loVi'E State College fresh­
man agriculture students 206 83.1 78 14.8 
Total 2,852 
the scores made on vocational arici life items in ittvestig»t.ing the 
relationship of farming as a vocation and farming as a way of life* 
The correlation coefficients between the vocational and life items 
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were computed within each group. Obviously,,tbe correlation 
coefficients are based upon scores secured by falliable insti'umerrbs. 
The correlation which 'Jiouid have been obtained if both tests had 
Table 37 
Attitude Scores of Various Groups on Life Items 
Groups N Mean 
Percen­
tile of 
Mean 
standard 
Deviation 
Iowa high school 2,080 36.3 50 17.2 
ivlarylana Negro high school 380 75.4 28 11.4 
"Virginia N. F. A. 102 82.0 41 12.5 
Yirginia i>t&te College 56 91.7 6l 9.8 
Princess Anne College 28 72.6 24 12.7 
Iowa State College freshman 
agriculture students 206 97.8 n 15.4 
Total 2,352 
been perfectly reliable was estimated from the formula 
r = r 
1 
'^ r \lr 
2 3 
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where 
r = coefficient of correlation corrected 
for attenuation 
r = correlaticn observed betvieen the vocational 
^ and life items 
r = reliability of the vocational items 
2 
r = reliability of the life items 
3 
Table 38 
Correlation oetween Scores on Vocational and Life 
Items in Various Groups 
Group 
Correlation 
Uncorrected 
Coefficient 
Corrected for 
Attenuation 
loua rural high school pupils .835 .979 
iA5.ryland iJegro high school pupils .720 .911 
Virginia N. F. a. delegates • 745 .889 
lov.a State Gollege freshman 
agriculture students .883 .998 
Princess anne College studenta ,694 . 788 
Virtsinia State College agriculture 
students . 664 .816 
The coefficitnts of correlation corrected and uncorrected for 
attenuation are given in Table 38* ' The sizes of the coefficients 
of correlation indicate that attitude toward farming as a way of 
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life and attitude to^ivard farming as a vocation are highly related# 
However, variations in the sizes of the correlation coefficients 
indicate that, although scores on one test might be substituted 
for the other for coinparieon Jiithin groups, substitutions for 
comparison between groups are not necessarily defensible. 
Table 39 
Percentile Velxies of Attitude in Various Groups 
Group 
Percentile of Mean Attitude 
Vocational Life 
Iowa high school 50 50 
ilaiyland high school for N egroes 42 28 
VxTgihlb N. F. A. delegate, s 41 
Virginia State College 73 61 
Princess Anne College 59 24 
loiva State College 78 72 
Although the correlcjtions between the vocational and life 
scores shown in Table 38 Indicate that within a relatively homo­
geneous group pupil att'itude with rex erence to farming a.3 &, voca­
tion ana, as a, wsy 01 life ai-e nearly identical behaviors, there 
may be danger in assuming such as identical behaviors from group 
to group. In order to teat the hypothesis of identical behaviors 
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from group to group, p-ercentile values of mean scores on both, the 
vocational and liff- items are shown in Table 39* If identical 
behaviors are assumed, then for any group the percentile 
of the mean on the yocational items should be identical sith the 
percentile of the mean of the life items. An inspection of the 
values in Table 39 v?oulc sug-^est that they are different behaviors. 
It has been shown thwt the attitade scale inay be diviced into 
t..o groups of items. One group measures attitude toward farming 
ab a vocation and the other ii'ea-:iires attitude toward farming as a 
way of life. As separate tests both the \rocfetiousj. and life items 
are satisfactory from the standpoint of validity, reliability, and 
sensitivity. The vocational and life items are highly related, but 
the si^e of the correlation coefficients v;;.ry frcia group to ^ ^.roup. 
It can be seen, hoKcver, that in genert1 boys who tend to be 
favorable toward farming as a vocation are also favorable toward 
fermitig as a vJay of life, and vice versa. 
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CdaFxM i/Ii 
The dei^elopment of deHirable attitudes toward topics of social 
iniportanee is recognik.eu ss one of the principal lunctioas of educa­
tion. Considered from the &tandpolnts of legislation for agricul­
ture, eontributions to agricultural science, smo efficiency in 
personal living by farm people, development ox favorable attitudes 
tovjard farming is of social importance. CommltKeni to eduo-vtional 
objectives ufecessitates ana presupposes techniques for evaluating 
the attainment of the postulated objectives. This investigation 
was, therefore, un. ertaken in i-ecognition of the need for an objec­
tive technique for evaluating farming attituae and for information 
concerning the farming attitude variable necessary in interpreting 
the results of evaluatlc:n. 
This investigation vias limited to the construction of a scale 
for measuring farming attitude, the relationship between farm.Lng 
attitude and age, anc the possibility of breaking down farming 
attitude into two components, viz.. attitude tosvard farming as a 
vocation and attitude to^vs,^d farming ss a way of life. 
A series of items of uncertain origin representing opinions 
toward farming was administered to students in the ^ Divisions of 
Agriculture and Engineering at the Iowa State College. These 
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items -were the first draft of an experimental scale from which the 
final scale was developed. Evaluation of the experiniental scale 
consisted of determining the suitability of the items from the 
standpoints of clarity, brevity, conciseness, inclusion, of indi­
vidual philosophy concerned with values or goals of living and 
capacity to differentiate bet-seen groups of known different farming 
attitudes. The differentiating power of the items -was determined 
in an objective fashion, viz.. noting the differences in the re­
sponses to each item by agricujtural and engineering students. 
This item analysis suggested discarding or revising many items 
which were later included in a second draft of the experimental 
scale. 
The simple method of scoring was utilized; i.£,, responses 
strongly favorable, favorable, neutral, unfavorable, and strorigly 
unfavorable were given values of 5» 4-, 3, 2, and 1, renpectively. 
Evaluation of the second experimental scale consisted of 
investigating validity, reliability, and sensitivity. Data for 
this purpose consisted of the performances: on the scale by 1,918 
boys enrolled in Io.\'a higii schools ser'/ing rural youth. Reliability 
was determined by the split-half method, the coefficient of correla­
tion between reeponses on odd and even ite/ns being .924 ^ hen stepped 
up by the Spearrnan-Brown formula. By iiieans of the Z-function 
it was determined that the probability of obtaining an odd-even 
item correlation coefficient yielding a reliability coefficient 
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less than .^00 is practJ.'ally negligible. 
Valicity «as cietermineQ by sho¥Jing that tlie sctde differen­
tiated between groups of boys of known dlfff-rfiit farming attitudes. 
Pupils intending to farm made significantly higher scores tl^an 
thode Viihn diet not inteno to farm. Significsnt oifferences in the 
Ecoree of vocational agriculture and other high school pupils 
and bebfieen 4-H and non-4--xl ooy& were also obtained. The failure 
to find significant differences in the scorey of vocational agri­
culture pupils an^ 4-U pupils inaicated that the scale did not 
oifferfntiate between groups ii&ving siniilar faraliig attitudes, 
and thus offered further evidence of the validity of the scale for 
Io*a high school boys. 
ii final scale v&s developed froai the preliminary form adminis­
tered to the Iowa high school boys. The changes ia the final scale 
consisted of rearrangixig the items, deleting ore item, and modifying 
the supplemenucj'y information called for on the test form. Satis-
factoriness of the fins,l sc:.le wa.;3 determiued by its internal con­
sistency, sensitivity, validity, and reliability. 
Favorableness to farming as indicated by the entire scale was 
compared with favorableness to fanning as revealed by each item and 
indicated thijt each item measured the sanie charac beris lie the 
battery. Kvid-ence of sensitivity was available from the lack of 
iiiissing percentile values aeveloped from the frequency distribu­
tions of scores iuade by lovia high school, boys. 
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The validity of the scale was deterraiued by shovdrig that it 
would differentiate between groups with kno;vn uifferent ferming 
attitude. For this purpose, scores were available for 2,198 
boys em'olled in schools serving rural youth in Iowa, 3^0 iSegro 
boys enrolled in Maryland hi-h schools, 102 Virginia M. F. A. 
delegates, 56 'tfirginia State College agricultural students, 28 
Princess Anne College stu.tients, cino 206 ireshin-:.,?! titadents enrolled 
in the Division of Agricuitui-e of the Iowa State College. Gom-
p&ri&ons of me an scorea of these groups and of the percerititet: of 
the Kieon scores incicateo wide differences in faritiLng attituae from 
gi'oup to group, thus pro'/iding evidence of the differentiating 
power of the scale. Analysis of the variance of scores in the 
jteryland group irioicated that the variations of scores among schools 
was significantly greater than, variations sithin schools. The 
xmrtlett te-jt of hoiViogeneity failed to offer evidence tnai^ the 
significant F-tests vvere not the results-; of variations in mean 
scores from group to group. Differences in mean scores and the 
wide range of percentiles of the means fro-a department to depart­
ment at the Iowa State College offered further evidence of the 
differentiating povi/er of the final scele. 
Reliability of the scale was evaluated in each of the s.i.!(: 
groups. The reliardblty coefiMclents ranged from .883 to ,y42, 
evidencing a satitifactory degree of reliability. 
The relationship of age and farming attitude WBB aetermined 
by tiie technique of regression analysis. Linear and quadratic 
equatioi'iE vsex'e fitted io the age-attitude data fi'om each groiip. 
I'he total SUM of squs.res vms u ivideo into t«o portions, ont 
ascribable to regret-sion and the oth.er unexplained by regression. 
In all cases except one, the variation explained by linear regres­
sion was not significantlj/ greater then 'that not ai^sociateo with 
linear regression. In contrast, in sli grotips except Iowa, voca­
tional agriculture pupils, quadratic regression me statistically 
sifnifleant. By settin;.; the: first cerivatlves of each of the 
quadi'atic equations equal to zero and solving for 1, the age 
ivas obtained at which boys between the ages of 13 and 19 were 
least fevorable to farffiing. In all cases fanning attitude vma a 
minimum at approxim&tely l6 years of age. 
Investigotion of the aspects of farming attitude consisttec of 
scoring the items referring to farming as a vocation and the items 
referring to farming as a »vsy of life as separate tests. The 
resulting two scales were evaluated for validity, reliability, and 
sensitivity a.s well aa for their interrelationship. Percentile 
norms, developed from the cumulative frtqueneg dlstribntions, 
inc.icated clearly that both scales were highly sensitive. 
Relic!bi,lity ox the vocational and life sc&.les w&.a deterrainea 
by the split-half method. The reliabilities differed froiH group 
to group, the ranges being .759 to .945, and .828 to .914 for the 
vocational and life scales respectively. By means of analysis of 
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variance it was shown-that vocational ana life scales each differ­
entiate between groups of known different jxttitudes toward farming. 
Variation in the fiai-yland nigh schools -was significantly greater 
among schools tlian within schools. Application of the Bartlett 
test of homogeneity failed to indicate that the significance of 
araong-school variance over between-school variance resulted from 
differences in variability from school to school. Comparisons of 
the mean scoi-es and of the percentiles of the a®an scores of the 
six groups provided further evidence of the capacity of the scales 
to differentitte among groups. 
The correlation coefficients between vocational and life 
scores in each group Indicated that boys favorable toward farming 
as a voc.-tion is/ere also favorable toward farraing as a way of life. 
Variation in the sizes of the correlation coefficients sug;gested 
that although for intra-group comparisons scores on one scale may 
be substituted for scores on the other, substitutions for inter-
group comparisons are not necessarily defensible. In fact, the 
evidence' available suggested that attitude toffl::rd far'ning a.s a 
vocation and attituae tovsart' fferiuiug as a way of life are not 
identical behaviors from group to group. 
Judgiiig iroui the grooving eTiphssife being placed upon attitude 
evaluation, the results of this study should have implications 
for classroom teachers, school administrators, ana guidance 
officers. The scale, as a whole, or divided into vocational and 
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life scales was found to be valid, reliable, and sensitive, 
vnill be found useful whenever investigations of differences 
among individuals or groups are necessary or desirable. 
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PART ? OF QUIST, FRDTCHEI, AI© WERT 
"INTEREST OF FARM BOIS kW GIRLS" SCHEDULE 
OPINIONS 
On the following pages are some questions of how people feel 
about farm life. There are right answers. People feel differently 
about farm life. Do not answer the questions as you think someone 
wants you to answer them. Answer each question as honestly and 
frankly as you can. Be sincere. If there are some questions you 
are unable to answer check in column III» 
Answer each question by checking (X) in one of the five columns 
to show how you feel about that question. 
I II III IV V 
Decided­ Unable to Decid­
Questions ly les Yes answer 
either Yes 
or No 
Ho edly 
No 
23* Do you feel that the farm 
is really the place fior 
you to live? 
24. Do you like other people 
to think of you as a 
farm boy or girl? 
25* Do you think that the 
future of farm life is 
bright for the young man 
or woman of today? 
26. Is living on a farm too 
much hard work? 
27. Do you sometimes ask 
friends to visit you and 
see your livestock, gar­
den, canned and stored 
food, or other things you 
have done on your farm or 
in your home? _ 
28. When you go to a county or 
state fair do you enjoy 
seeing 4-H Club exhibits?,^ 
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I 11 III IV V 
Deci­ Unable to Deci­
dedly answer either dedly 
les Yes Yes or No Ho No 
29* Do you often try out new 
ideas or suggestions on 
yoia* farm or in your home? 
30. Do you thiidc you can have as 
much fun living on a fara as 
living in town? ___ 
31. Do you like to make things 
or repair things around 
your farm or home? ___ 
32» Have you ever thought about 
the kind of farm you hope to 
live on when you are older? 
33• Do you wish you and your 
family could go to town 
to live? 
34. Would you like to be a farmer 
or a farm homemaker? 
35* Do you feel that farm fami­
lies as a whole are an in­
teresting class of people? 
36. Do you think you could have 
more up-to-date clothes if 
you lived in town? 
37. Do you like to wear pins or 
uniforms to show that you be­
long to 4-H or other young 
people's rural organiza­
tions? 
38. Would you like to become a 
4-H Club leader of boys and 
girls in your community 
when you reach the age of 21? 
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I II III IV ¥ 
Decided­ Unable to Decid» 
ly les les answer Ho edly 
* either 
Yes or No 
No 
39* Would you like to be a mem­
ber of a farm organization 
when you get older? 
40. Would you like to hold an 
office in a farm organiza­
tion when you get older? 
41» Do you often tiy to get 
others to Join or other 
CTiral youth organizatisma? 
42. Do you like to work in the 
farm garden or with farm 
crops, and watch them grow? 
43. Do you like to work with 
farm animals? 
44. Do you like the homemaking 
activities of the farm? 
45. Do you hope that the man 
of your choice will be a farmer? 
(To be answer^ hy the girls) 
46. Do you hope that the girl of 
your choice will be a farm 
girl? 
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ATTITDDE TOWARD FARMIIG 
James 1. Wert 
Naa© Fresh*. Soph., Jr., Sr., Grad., Spl» 
(Last name first; (encircle one) 
College Classifications Division Dept.^ 
What are your opinions on the following statements? Your answer is 
correct if it expresses your true opinion. This is not a test and 
you are not to be graded. DO NOT OMIT ANI ITEM. In each case en­
circle the number which represents your own ideas as follow: 
1. If you agree completely with the statement 
2. If you agree in general but wish to modify it somewhat 
3» If your attitude is neutral 
4. If you disagree but with certain modifications 
5. If you completely disagree. 
1. Farming is a pleasant vocation. 12 3 4 5 
2. I can't say I'm wild about farming. 1 2 3 4 5 
3* Farming yields less satisfaction than most 
other occupations. 12 3^5 
4. Farm work is drudgery. 1 2 3 4 5 
5* The farm is the best place for young people. 12 3^5 
6. I feel that I would be doing my children 
an injustice by living on a farm. 12 3 4-5 
7» Social well-being is impossible of attain­
m e n t  o n  t h e  f a r m #  1 2  3 ^ 5  
-8. About all that can be said for farming is 
that it furnishes a means of existing# 12 3 ^ 5 
9* A farmer has more worries than do persons 
engaged in most other occupations. 12 3^5 
10# Farming would give me a great deal of 
pleasure. 12 3^5 
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11. As a life's work, farming would be terrible. 1 2 3 4 5 
12. fork on the farm is really enjoyable. 1 2 3 4 5 
13. Farming is a monotonous vocation. 1 2 3 4 5 
14. Farming requires less intelligence than 
most other occupations. 1 2 3 4 5 
15. Farming involves too many distasteful tasks. 1 2 3 4 5 
16. I have never wanted to be a farmer. 1 2 3 4 5 
17. Farming is fascinating work. 1 2 3 4 5 
18. Farming is uninteresting work. 1 2 3 4 5 
19. The independence of farm life appeals to me. 1 2 3 4 5 
20. Farming requires less education than most 
other vocations. 1 2 3 4 5 
21. I dislike the farm with its many 
inc onvenienee s. 1 2 3 4 5 
22. I feel that farm families as a whole are 
an interesting class of people. 1 2 3 4 5 
23. I like farming well enough to make it my 
life's work. 1 2 3 4 5 
24. The dis€idvantages of farming outweigh its 
advantages. 1 2 3 4 5 
25. For me, life on a farm would be extremely 
dull. 1 2 3 4 5 
26. I have always wanted to be a farmer. 1 2 3 4 5 
27. Farming deadens a-person's anbitions. 1 2 3 4 5 
28. On an average, the standard of living of 
farmers is below that of other persons 
in the United States. 1 2 3 4 5 
29. Farming tends to reduce one's social 
standing. 1 2 3 4 5 
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30. The farmer enjoys many satisfactions which 
the average person never realizes# 1 2 3 • 5 
31. Farming offers insufficient opportunity 
for contacts with people. 12 3^5 
32. Everything considered, I could be happier 
farming than engaging in any other 
occupation. 12 3^5 
33* Farming has more social disadvantages than 
most other occupations. 12 3^5 
34. I would enjoy working with plants and 
animals. 12 3 4 5 
35* The farm is a wonderful place to live. 12 3^5 
36. The independence of farm life appeals to me. 1 2 3 4^ 5 
37• Living on a farm is just too much hard work. 12 3 4 5 
38. I could be satisfied to spend my life on 
the farm. 1 2 3 4 5 
39• I think I would have less fua living on a 
farm than in town. 12 3 4 5 
40. Farming yields more satisfaction than most 
other vocations. 12 3 4 5 
41. Farming tends to isolate a person from the 
rest of the world. 12 3 4 5 
42. The vocation of farming has its drawbacks 
but I like it. 1 2 3 4 5 
43. Farming deprives one's children of an 
adequate education. 12 3 4 5 
44. The advantages of farming far outweigh the 
disadvantages. 12 3 4 5 
45. I like farming as a way of life. 12 3 4 5 
46. The average farmer enjoys farming more than 
I would. 12345 
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ATTITDDE TOWiED PIEMING 
Alonzo M. %ster-Jaines E. Wert 
Hames Ages. 
Residences (encircle one) Town Farm Schools 
Classs (encircle one) Fr So Jr Sr 
Do you intend to be a farmer? (encircle one) les No 
What are your opinions of the following statements? lour answer 
is correct if it expresses your true opinion. This is not a 
test and you are not to be graded. DO KOT OMIT ANY ITEM. In 
each case encircle the letter or letters which represent your 
own ideas about each statement. 
SA - strongly agreej A - agreej U - undecided; 
D - disagree; SD - strongly disagree• 
1. Farming is a pleasant vocation.^ SA A ¥ D SD 
2. I can't say I'm wild about fanningi,/ SA A U D SD 
3. Farm woi^ is drudgery, j/ SA A U D SD 
4. I would enjoy working with plants and 
animals* SA A U D SD 
5. A farmer has more worries than do persons ^  
engaged in most other occupations. SA A U D SD 
6. As a life's work, farming would be s ,/ 
teirible. SA A U D SD 
7. Work on the farm is really enjoyable. V' SA A U D SD 
8. The disadvantages of farming outweigh >4/ 
its advantages. SA A U D SD 
9. Farming requires less intelligence than |/ 
most other occupations. SA A TJ D SD 
10. The vocation of farming has its drawbacks,iV 
but I like it. SA A u D SD 
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11. Farming involves too many distasteful !' 
tasks. SA A U D SD 
12. I have never wanted to be a farmery SA A U D SD 
13. Farming is fascinating work, i/ SA A U D SD 
14. Farmii^ requires less education thanl?/ 
most other vocations. SA A U D SD 
15. I like farming well enough to make i t ^  
my life's work. SA A u D SD 
U. Farming is a monotonous vocation. \J SA A u D SD 
17. I have always wanted to be a farmer.// SA A u D SD 
18. Living on a farm is just too much hard \/J 
work. SA A u D SD 
19. The advantages of farming far outweigh (/ 
the disadvantages. SA A u D SD 
20. Farming is uninteresting work.k' SA A u D SD 
21. The average farmer enjoys farming morel/' 
than I would. SA A u D m 
•
 
CM C
M
 
Everything considered, I could be happier ? , 
farming than engaging in any other 
occupation. SA A u D SD 
23. Farming tends to isolate a person from j/ 
the rest of the world. SA A u D SD 
•
 
CM 
Farming yields less satisfaction than u/ 
most other occupations. SA A u D SD 
25. The farm is the best place for young f, 
people. SA A u D SD 
26. About all that can be said for failing V 
is that it furnishes a means of 
existing. SA A u D SD 
27. I could be satisfied to spend life [/ 
on the farm. SA A u D SD 
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28» Social well-being is inqpossible of 1|/ 
attainment on the farm. SA, A U D SD 
29. Farming would give me a great deal of / 
pleasure. Si A U D 3) 
30. I feel that I would be doing children U/ 
an injustice by living on a farm. SA A U D SD 
31» I dislike the farm with its many |/ 
inconveniences. SA A U D SD 
32. Farming yields more satisfaction than ' 
most other vocations. SA A U D SD 
33. Farming offers insufficient opportunity y' 
for contacts with people. SA A U D SD 
34. I feel that farm families as a whole are y 
an interesting class of people. SA A U D SD 
35. Farming has more social disadvantages ]/ 
than most other occupations. SA A U D SD 
36. Farming deadens a person's ambitions.k/ SA A U D SD 
37. I like farming as a way of life. V SA A U D SD 
38. On an average, the standard of living of ^ 
farmers is below that of other persons 
in the United States. SA A U D SD 
39. The farmlis a wonderful place to live.V SA A II D SD 
40. Farming tends to reduce one's social \J 
standii^. SA A U D SD 
41, For me, life on a farm woitld be extremely 1/ 
dull. SA A U D SD 
42. The farmer enjoys many satisfactions , 
which the average person never realizes.'^ SA A U D SD 
43. I think I would have less fun living on \J 
a farm than in town. SA A u D SD 
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44. Farming deprives one's children of an Vi/ 
adequate education. SA. A U D SD 
45* Kie independence of farm life appeals to me. SIL A U D SD 
